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ABSTRACT
Of Sharks and Spaceships: The Role of the Tuba in John Williams’s Film Scores for Jaws
and Close Encounters of the Third Kind

By
Stephen Davis Turner
Dr. Jonathan Rhodes Lee, Examination Committee Chair
Assistant Professor of Musicology
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This document examines John Williams’s use of the tuba in his film scores. This unique timbral
element has significant narrative implications in these movies. Film music scholarship is more
often concerned with the questions of psychoanalysis, gendered readings, and other theoretical
apparatuses than with how film composers score for individual instruments. My research aims to
shift this focus by demonstrating that Williams used the tuba in his scores for more than typical
“underscoring” or standard sectional playing, but as an integral part of the film narrative to be
noticed and “read” by audiences. In both Jaws (1975) and Close Encounters of the Third Kind
(1977), the role of the tuba is significant to the aural and musical framework of their storylines.
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CHAPTER 1: MOTIVIC AND TIMBRAL ANALYTICAL METHODS

This document examines John Williams’s use of the tuba in his film scores. Film music
scholarship is most often concerned with questions of psychoanalysis, gendered readings, and
other theoretical, “extramusical” topics. However, how a composer treats a single instrument in a
score has been given little scholarly attention. Those who have conducted such research include
Yi-Hsin Cindy Liu, who produced a general examination of the use of French horn in film music
from 1977 to 2004, and Rebecca Leydon, who focused her attention on electronic instruments in
science-fiction cinema.1 My work adds to this literature by examining Williams’s use of the tuba
in his earliest major blockbuster films: Jaws (1975) and Close Encounters of the Third Kind
(1977). In both films, the tuba represents principal characters: In Jaws, it is used nondiegetically
to represent the shark that is the central threat in that film, and in Close Encounters, it acts as the
voice of an alien Mothership that has descended to Earth and opens communications with
humankind. Had Williams chosen a different instrument, it is likely that audiences would have
perceived these films differently. The role of the tuba has significant narrative implications in
these films, and yet there is no significant research or information about it. The discussion in this
document aims to demonstrate how Williams used the tuba as more than typical “underscoring”
or as a standard sectional instrument; it is an integral, sonic part of the film narrative, to be
noticed and “read” by audiences.

1

Writings about individual instruments used in film from: Yi-Hsin Cindy Liu, “The
Examination of the Appearance and Use of French Horn in Film Scores from 1977 to 2004,”
DMA diss. (University of Cincinnati, 2005) Accessed: April 5, 2017, ProQuest Dissertations and
Theses; Rebecca Leydon, “Hooked on Aetherophones: The Day the Earth Stood Still,” in Off the
Planet: Music, Sound and Science Fiction Cinema, ed. Philip Hayward, 30–41 (Eastleigh, UK:
John Libbey Publishing, 2004).
1

When this research was in its infancy, it was focused on important pieces within the
tuba’s solo repertoire by film composers. First efforts revealed that Williams exploited the tuba
in his film scoring more often than other composers who created similar symphonic scores; this
led to the question “why”—why did Williams bring the tuba out of the symphonic texture to be
heard playing solos? In the fall of 2015, I began researching this question and gave a
presentation on my first findings. At that presentation, a composer in the audience posed the
question, “Why are you concerned as to why he used the tuba? When I compose, I use the tuba
simply because I like it and it’s versatile.”2 After thoughtful consideration of this question, the
efforts of my research shifted from “why” to “how”—How did Williams use the tuba in his film
scores? While I am still concerned with “why,” I have become convinced that knowing “how”
might point the way to future methods for addressing the former question.
There is practically nothing written about the tuba in the context of film music. When one
does find the instrument mentioned in scholarly literature, it is only a casual reference to the tuba
as a comedic device. For instance, Anahid Kassabian has stated that “an orchestration change
might lend more pathos (solo violin) or humor (solo tuba), and so forth.”3 This stereotypical
mention presents a new question: what is the difference between conventional uses of the tuba in
film music versus nineteenth-century programmatic music and opera? A thorough study
comparing the history and development of the tuba’s conventional norms is beyond the scope of
this document. However, it is important to mention that Williams clearly understood the
narrative conventional practices regarding the tuba as represented by composers such as Berlioz

2

The name of the composer mentioned is remains withheld.

3

Anahid Kassabian, Hearing Film: Tracking Identifications in Contemporary Hollywood
Film Music (New York: Routledge, 2001), 17.

2

and Wagner. How he applied these conventions in his scores will be discussed in the chapters
that follow.
Since so much of the work in this document is sui generis, I have had to turn to the films
themselves as primary sources, and I have thought carefully about the proper analytical methods
for answering my “how” question. This lack of existing scholarly framework is not necessarily
an impediment, and it might even be a bit of an advantage. Robynn Stilwell has argued that
limiting analyses of film music to one particular theoretical model is an arcane idea.4 Within the
area of film studies, Noël Carroll has expressed a similar circumspection about relying too
heavily on theory in film analyses.5 Stilwell and Carroll agree that there is too much
“extramusical” or “extra-filmic” information in much of film studies, and that researchers might
be better served to not shoehorn studies of films into existing theoretical models borrowed from
other disciplines.
In my study, I have applied both of what I call “motivic analysis” and “timbral analysis”
to understand the image-sound relationship of the films under inspection. Motivic analysis is the
most frequently encountered model that relies on the films themselves as the primary research
source. Such analyses endeavor to understand the associations between the underscoring and
film narrative through an investigation of how melodic units (“motives” or “leitmotifs”) stand for
people, places, or ideas in a film narrative, and how these units change in structure and/or

4

Robynn J. Stilwell, “The Fantastical Gap between Diegetic and Nondiegetic,” in
Beyond the Soundtrack, ed. Daniel Goldmark, Lawrence Kramer, and Richard Leppert
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007), 185.
5

Noël Carroll, “Prospects for Film Theory: A Personal Assessment,” in Post-Theory:
Reconstructing Film Studies, ed. David Bordwell and Noël Carroll (Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1996), 58.

3

meaning as a narrative develops. Such analyses most often treat the motives as abstract entities,
and only rarely concentrate in any robust way on how orchestration and timbre contribute to the
audiovisual meanings produced.
When one considers how a motive is played or by whom—my “timbral analysis”—new
avenues are made available for understanding a score’s effectiveness. When one does encounter
mention of timbre in film music scholarship, such writing generally offers only broad
categorizations of conventions of orchestration. For example, Kathryn Kalinak discusses that
visual displays of female sexuality in the 1930s were timbrally associated with muted horns and
saxophones playing “decadent” styles such as jazz, blues, or ragtime.6 Also, most mentions of
timbre tend to focus on special, nonconventional instruments, instead of orchestral ones. For
instance, prior to Rebecca Leydon’s writing about electronic and electro-static instruments,
James Wierzbicki conducted a timbral analysis that focused just on the use of Theremin in
science-fiction films.7 In my paper, I demonstrate how these two elements are best studied
together, as dual signals for the significance of cues. Following and paying close attention to the
tuba throughout Jaws and Close Encounters led me to understand more than what the tuba
“sounds” like. I came to understand how Williams used the instrument to give significance to
motives, how the instrument’s timbre signals meaning by itself and in relation to other
instruments, and how the tuba’s position among standard musical conventions in film music can
be understood through such an analytical approach. Stilwell has helpfully encouraged scholars to

6

Kathryn Kalinak, Settling the Score: Music and the Classical Hollywood Film
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1992), 120–21.
7

James Wierzbicki, “Weird Vibrations: How the Theremin Gave Music to Hollywood’s
Extraterrestrial Others,” Journal of Popular Film and Television 30, no. 3 (2002), 125–35.

4

ask how music in films works, before attempting the broader question of how film music
works. In the same light, my own small scope of research focuses on how the tuba works in
these two films scored by Williams.

Terminology
A language has developed through film music scholarship. Certain words have formed out of
various discussions that attempt to unify two separate fields of discourse (music studies and film
studies). In this document, I have included definitions to some basic terminology that is used at
various points in the discussion that follows.

Narrative Theory: The term “narrative theory” encompasses most terminology about film
music. Narrative theory is primarily concerned with the degree to which film music shapes our
perception of a film’s narrative.8 Since Claudia Gorbman’s first major writings about film and
music during the 1980s, her concepts about narrative theory have served as a framework to base
a myriad of new discussions about how music and narrative function together.

Diegetic music: Film music theorists often disagree about the exact function of diegetic music.
But in general, this term refers to music that is sourced within the diegesis of a film; “diegesis”
refers to the story-world of the film or, simply, what is happening on the screen. There was a
common belief in earlier theories that the diegetic source had to be visually seen by the viewer.

8

Claudia Gorbman, Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music (Bloomington: University
of Indiana Press, 1987), 11.

5

However, a major contribution that Gorbman made with this distinction departs from the older
view.9 The standard for describing diegetic music today is simply whether the characters within
the story-world can hear and react to the musical cue.

Nondiegetic music: This term can be defined by another: “underscoring.” More specifically,
nondiegetic music is music that is sourced outside the film’s diegesis. It is music that a film’s
audience can hear, but which the characters within the diegesis cannot. Critical writing about
film music most often is aligned with the nondiegetic score.

Empathetic sound/Anempathetic sound: These terms, introduced by Michael Chion, are used
to describe sound, but they also apply to music.10 Music of a style and composition that agrees in
emotional tone with the image or action on screen is considered empathetic. For example, in
Jaws, the music in the score is dissonant during attack scenes, a style that agrees with, or is
empathetic with, the moment in the narrative. Music that does not align with the narrative is
anempathetic. If during Chrissie’s attack in Jaws, the audience heard a spritely march composed
by John Philip Sousa, the musical score would be anempathetic with the narrative.

9

James Buhler, “Music, Narrative, and the Analytical Distinction between Diegetic and
Non-Diegetic Music,” in Film Music: Critical Approaches, ed. K.J. Donnelly (New York:
Continuum International Publishing Group, Inc., 2001), 40; Kathryn Kalinak, Settling the Score,
xiv.
10

Michael Chion, Audio Vision: Sound on Screen (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1994), 8–9.

6

Suture: “Suture” is a word with multiple applications. James Buhler states that suture is “an
account of how filmic discourse renders the subjectivity it constructs as natural, as an ‘imaginary
unity.’”11 The musical score is part of this process, making the narrative or any other aspect of a
film more believable. Suturing can also help compensate for technical flaws in a production,
diverting a viewer’s attention from filmic “mistakes” and issues that might cause a viewer to
become more acutely critical of the artificiality within the viewing experience. Suture is used to
describe the techniques that filmmakers employ to give a sense of logical connection across
scene breaks and those that they use to fill moments of lull that remain after the final visual edit.
Finally, in psychoanalytic readings of film sound, music stands alongside special photographic
techniques (point-of-view shots, for example) as a tool to suture the viewers to the characters and
action in the film, bridging the gap between silver screen and seats in a darkened theater.

Audio threat cue: In horror films, audio threat cues are nondiegetic or diegetic musical cues or
sound effects that are used to create psychological tension. The actions and events on-screen can
seem normal and non-threatening, and audio threat cues can communicate to the audience the
looming of an impending threat, regardless of the awareness of the characters inside the film’s
diegesis.12

11

James Buhler, “Psychoanalysis, Apparatus Theory, and Subjectivity,” in The Oxford
Handbook of Film Music Studies, ed. David Neumeyer (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014),
383.
12

Thomas Sipos, Horror Film Aesthetics: Creating the Visual Language of Fear
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland and Company Inc., 2010), 238–39.

7

Prescore: A prescore is music that is created prior to the shooting of a film. The term is rather
atypical, but was used in the production of Close Encounters of the Third Kind, for which the cue
titled “The Conversation” was composed and recorded before filming began. Williams had
several prescore versions prepared that Steven Spielberg could choose from.13

Materials and Analytical Approach
In concertized music, the primary sources for analysis include the original manuscripts or printed
versions of scores. In film music studies, on the other hand, scholars often have to use music
heard within the films themselves as primary sources. In such cases, there is a sort of “flip-flop”:
we might consider written manuscripts and commercially released “soundtrack” recordings as
“secondary” sources in many cases. The main reason for this change in methodology is that film
scores are not published material and are rarely available in their entirety.14 Preservation efforts
have been made by certain institutions such as The Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. and
the UCLA Library Special Collections in Los Angeles. These institutions are not guaranteed
acquisition to any score that the parent company does not allow. When these pre-production
materials are available, analysts must bear in mind that the editing processes of film production
often leave film soundtracks in a state that doesn’t match the written record of the music as it
was recorded in the studio. Transcriptions and arrangements of movie music, even if done by the
original composer are often altered from the music in the form it was used for a film; these

13

I was made aware of this term by Jim Self, the tubist who played and recorded the
“Close Encounter[s] Prescore #3” which ended up used in the film. (Self, interview by Stephen
D. Turner, December 16, 2016: Appendix D).
14

Kalinak, Settling the Score,16.

8

arranged publications are created outside of a narrative context for concertized performances.
Therefore, composers and arrangers may extrapolate or shorten important musical themes or
sequences that will not align with the timeline of the film as released in theaters. Williams does
this in the original motion picture soundtrack recording for Jaws. In the film, the music called
“Main Title” aligns with the opening credits of the film, but in the commercial “soundtrack,” the
track titled “Main Title” includes the music from the opening credits and other scenes.
When recording my observations about how the tuba is used in Jaws and Close
Encounters, I recorded the data using an analysis table. Figure 1.1 provides an example of the
type of tables that I produced, and which serve as the background materials for the prose
analyses in my chapters. (For additional analysis tables, see Appendixes A and B.) Occasionally,
I call these tables “cue sheets” in my prose, since this analytical approach borrows from the form
of the cue sheet (tables used in preparation for composing a score). The analysis tables consist of
three main columns: time marker, narrative description, and musical cues. The “time marker”
indicates the time in the film when a narrative or musical element occurs; it is important for
keeping record of the correct order of events and for document citation purposes. The “narrative
description” column records any occurrences in the storyline in order and includes aspects about
the picture image, action, and even important dialogue. The “musical cue” column records
exactly that; this being a timbral analysis of the tuba, all tuba cues were recorded in this space.
Other, non-tuba cues were recorded if they had any importance to the cues involving the tuba.
When the tuba cues are identified, a small musical transcription was created and included in the
table.

9

Figure 1.1 Example of analysis table for Close Encounters of the Third Kind15

1:55:11–
1:55:16

1:55:17

1:55:18–
1:55:22
1:55:23–
1:55:26

1:55:27–
1:55:28

1:55:29–
1:55:31

Six scientists are in line behind a console,
each wearing headphone and microphone
sets. Lacombe is in front and center.
Scientist to the left turns to the others: “If
everything is ready here on the dark side
of the moon, [pause] play the Five Tones.”
POV of the “Mothership” to the group of
scientists. We see several observation
towers and make-shift computer
laboratories. There is a color-organ that
reflects a color produced by Moog.
Same camera shot.
The appropriate lights illuminate on the
color-organ.
Camera moves to a closer side-shot of the
six scientists at the console and an even
closer side-shot of Lacombe. Observation
towers and laboratory equipment are in
the background.
POV shot of Melinda Dillon’s character
who is perched on the side of devil’s
mountain, looking down into Box
Canyon.

[Ambient murmuring]

[Ambient murmuring]

In the oboe (human), the “Five Tones” are
played with a short sustain on the Eb5.
(Bb5-C6-Ab5-Ab4-Eb5)
[Ambient murmuring]

[Ambient murmuring]

The Mothership is hovering only a few
feet from the ground and seems enormous
in size with lights pulsating softly. The
scientific team is below.
Same image with the added lights
Tuba cue. A loud, declamatory, rhythmic
illuminating from the “Mothership” in
burst from the Mothership. Figure B.1.
rhythm with the musical cue.
Played by tuba and contrabassoon.
Figure B.1

15

Close Encounters of the Third Kind, Original Theatrical Version from the Thirtieth
Anniversary Ultimate Edition, directed by Steven Spielberg, screenplay by Steven Spielberg,
featuring Richard Dreyfuss, François Truffaut, Teri Garr, and Melinda Dillon (Universal
Pictures, 1977). DVD. Columbia Pictures (2007) 21268, 1:55:11–1:55:31.
10

Film Releases and Versioning
When researching music in film, the film itself is more often a primary source instead of printed
or manuscript scores. Even when a production score is available, the post-production processes
and editing often alters the original score as it stands in the released film; filming and recording
happens separately and the music “soundtrack” is fashioned into the film. A musical cue may not
line up exactly with a shot; if the cue is too long, it must be cut, or if it is too short, the space
may need to be filled in—in other words, solutions involving suture.
Besides suture, it is possible that a film can be shortened or extended, with scenes added
or removed. Therefore, if one has a full score, it will not line up with the narrative of the film.
This is evident in Close Encounters of the Third Kind, where the prescore music composed for
“The Conversation” sounds different during the film. The music from the original recording
session is spliced, rearranged, and sutured into the film.16 Therefore, the music played during the
scene in the film has more precedence than the manuscript in an analysis.
Many films also have multiple releases; these releases are commonly labelled “Original
Release” or “Director’s Cut,” among others. Close Encounters of the Third Kind poses a
challenge due to its release history. The original, commercial release of Close Encounters into
nationwide theaters was November 15, 1977.17 Despite its success, Steven Spielberg was not
quite content with the final product, so in 1980, after some reshoots, additional scenes, and
omissions, the “Special Edition” was released into theaters.18 There are nine releases of this film,

16

Prescore music was discussed in an interview with Jim Self.

17

Ray Morton, Close Encounters of the Third Kind: The Making of Steven Spielberg’s
Classic Film (New York: Applause Theater and Cinema Books, 2007), 297.
18

Morton, Close Encounters 316.

11

all of which include or are based on the 1977 “The Original Theatrical Release,” the 1980
“Special Edition,” or the 1998 “The Definitive Director’s Version.” In 2007, the “30th
Anniversary Ultimate Edition” of Close Encounters was released and includes the three versions
mentioned.19 APPENDIX C includes a detailed comparison of the “Original Theatrical Release”
(1977), the “Special Edition” (1980), and the home-release titled “The Definitive Director’s
Version” (1998). For my analysis of Close Encounters of the Third Kind, I used the 1977
“Original Theatrical Release.” For Jaws, any major change in the film was made in 1975 during
the period of the film’s original release.

19

Morton, Close Encounters, 316–318.
12

CHAPTER 2: JAWS
Williams combined a sparsely textured, modernist “sound” with standard musical devices used
in horror film music in his score to Jaws. He also gave the tuba an important role as the primary
musical representation of the shark. Other authors make the claim that the motivic use of the tuba
is secondary rather than primary, but by closely following Williams’s scoring for the tuba
throughout the film, we can see its importance by both the composer’s assignment of motives
and the relationship between it and the shark.
In 2013, Emilio Audissino published John Williams’s Film Music: Jaws, Star Wars,
Raiders of the Lost Ark, and the Return of the Classical Hollywood Music Style. In this
comprehensive book about Williams, Audissino suggests that the iconic, melodic minor-second
ostinato, first heard during the opening credits and throughout the film, is the primary motive
that represents the shark.1 Audissino is not alone in this reading. William Darby and Jack Du
Bois, who wrote American Film Music: Major Composers, Techniques, Trends, 1915–1990,
make a similar interpretation about the same ostinato pattern played by the double-basses, cello,
and piano as being the “primary” motive for the shark [Example 2.1].2 The second motive
introduced is an ascending major third followed by an ascending tritone that Audissino calls a
“tuba-and-horn” figure, which he considers to be a secondary motive [Example 2.2].3 Darby and

1

Emilio Audissino, John Williams’s Film Music: Jaws, Star Wars, Raiders of the Lost
Ark, and the Return of the Classical Hollywood Music Style (Madison: University of Wisconsin
Press, 2013), 111–12.
2

Williams Darby and Jack Du Bois, American Film Music: Major Composers,
Techniques, Trends, 1915–1990 (Jefferson, NC: McFarland and Company Inc., 1990), 531.
3

Audissino, John Williams’s Film Music, 115.
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Du Bois consider Audissino’s secondary shark motive as something else entirely, calling it a
“strange fanfare.”4 They also locate the first cue of this “strange fanfare” as happening about
forty-five minutes into the film, when, in fact, it is one of the first cues of the opening credits
played by the tuba.
Based on an analysis of orchestration and timbre, the assignment of these motives can be
understood differently: the ascending major third to tritone figure is the only “shark motive,”
[Example 2.2] and the melodic minor-second ostinato is an “attack motive” [Example 2.1],
secondary to the “shark motive.” The “attack motive” seems to be more associated with the
shark’s movements and actions. This audio threat cue occurs whenever the shark is lurking about
or during a threat of an attack on its victim, but the motive’s cuing has less to do with visual
imagery associated with the great white itself. The “shark motive” is directly associated with the
visual references that the audience can see about the shark, not its motions or actions, making it
the primary motive, and it is of greatest importance when played by the tuba. To support my
claim, I will describe six scenes: The opening credits, “The Dead of Night,” “Face-to-Face,”
“Chrissie’s Last Swim,” “Blood on the Beach,” and “July 4th.”5 Describing the role of the tuba
in these scenes will demonstrate that the tuba, playing the “shark motive,” is the most important
musical representation of the shark in Williams’s score to Jaws.

4

William Darby and Jack Du Bois, American Film Music, 532.

5

The titles “The Dead of Night,” “Face-to-Face,” “Chrissie’s Last Swim,” “Blood on the
Beach,” and “July 4th” are the chapter titles used in the 2000 DVD release of Jaws (Universal
Studios 20040).
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Example 2.1 “Attack Motive” (Audissino, Darby, and Du Bois call “Primary Motive”)

Example 2.2 “Shark Motive” (Audissino’s “Secondary Motive”/Darby and Du Bois’s “strange
fanfare”)

The Opening Credits
Anyone who has viewed films can relate to the “ritualistic” connotation and importance of the
opening credits sequence at the beginning of a movie, which often provides clues to the film’s
narrative before the first scene.6 The opening credits of Jaws begin in silence while the audience
sits in darkness. After the audience sits in darkness for six seconds, they hear an unidentifiable
noise fade in and a celestial background of stars appear on the screen. As the noise grows slightly
louder, the “Universal” logo appears, then disappears. Once again in darkness, the audience
continues to hear this strange noise, which little-by-little begins to resemble underwater, marine
sounds—perhaps sonar. The aquatic nature of this sonic element hints at the diegetic, and is
followed quickly by the first underscoring of the film: faintly, one melodic minor-second is cued

6

Giorgio Biancorosso, “Beginning Credits and Beyond: Music and the Cinematic
Imagination,” ECHO: A Music-Centered Journal 1, no. 1 (Spring 2001): 4.
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in the low strings as the credits begin to roll in bold, white typesetting. Then, another minorsecond, then two minor-seconds, and then four. Fifty seconds into the opening credits, the
camera shot suddenly changes to an underwater point-of-view (POV) and we, the audience, are
seeing through the eyes of the shark, swimming along the ocean bed, searching for prey. At fiftyfour seconds, the title “JAWS” [Figure 2.1] appears on the screen in large, white font while,
simultaneously, a tuba solo is cued containing the “shark motive.”

Figure 2.1 Jaws title in the opening credits

The fact that this tuba motive is heard as the title “JAWS” appears on screen is the first
bit of evidence that the tuba is the most important instrument that musically represents the shark.
Since the 1930s and the standardization of scoring practices, it has been common for the title
character’s musical motive to align with the title’s appearance in the opening credits. Examples
of this practice can be seen in the titles for Captain Blood (1935) [Figure 2.2] and Superman:
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The Movie (1978) [Figure 2.3]. In these films, as in many others, the musical cues associated
with their respective title musically represents their main characters. [See analysis table of the
“Opening Credits” – Figure 2.4].

Figure 2.2 Captain Blood (1935) title in the opening credits

Figure 2.3 Superman: The Movie (1978) title in the opening credits
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Figure 2.4 Analysis table of the opening credits from Jaws (0:00:06–0:01:18)

0:00:06
0:00:07–
0:00:09
0:00:10–
0:00:14
0:00:15
0:00:16–
0:00:19
0:00:20–
0:00:33
0:00:34–
0:00:35
0:00:36–
0:00:37
0:00:38–
0:00:40
0:00:41–
0:00:42
0:00:43–
0:00:45
0:00:46–
0:00:49

Black screen
Backdrop of outer space and stars fades in

[Silence]
[Silence]

Image of Planet Earth fades in

[Silence]

Universal logo converges mid-screen:
“Universal, An MCA Company.”
Universal logo remains

[Silence]

Universal logo and stars fade into black
screen. Continues for 14 seconds
Black screen

[Ambient noise] slightly more audible

[Ambient noise] faintly audible

“A ZANUK/BROWN PRODUCTION”
appears in bold, white letters against the
black background
Ibid
Black screen
“ROY SCHEIDER, ROBERT SHAW,
RICHARD DREYFUSS” appears in bold,
white font over black background
Ibid then fades

0:00:50–
0:00:53
0:00:54 –
0:00:59
0:01:00–
0:01:03
0:01:04–
0:01:10

Image cuts to an underwater, moving
shot. Implied POV of shark
Continued shark POV. “JAWS” title
appears at the same time as tuba cue
“Co-starring LORRAINE GARY”
appears over POV background
“MURRY HAMILTON, CARL
GOTTLIEB, JEFFER C. KRAMER,
SUSAN BACKLINE” appears over POV
background

0:01:11–
0:01:14
0:01:15–
0:01:17

“Music by JOHN WILLIAMS” appears
over POV background
“Film Editor VERNA FIELDS” appears
over POV background

0:01:18–

Shot quickly cuts to beach scene. Several
teenagers are socializing on the beach at
dusk. Just before “Chrissie’s last swim.”
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Cue: double bass and cello strings play one
repetition of the attack theme ostinato; a m2
[Silence]
Cue: double bass and cello strings play one
repetition of the attack theme ostinato; m2
[Silence]
Cue: double bass and cello strings play two (2)
repetitions of the attack theme ostinato; two (2)
m2s.
Cue: double bass and cello strings play four (4)
repetitions of the attack theme ostinato; four (4)
m2s
Cue: double basses and cello strings begin
continuous m2 ostinato (attack theme)
Cue: {1} tuba enters with shark theme over the
attack theme
shark theme in tuba continues over the attack
theme
Cue: tuba cue plays out. Shark theme repeats in
the woodwind section with an emphasis on the
oboe timbre. Attack theme (ostinato) continues
shark theme continues in woodwinds. Attack
theme (ostinato) continues
WW shark theme plays out. Attack theme
(ostinato) continues as brass joins (French horn,
trombone, tuba) then crescendos. The last
measure (4 counts) a syncopated, declamatory
figure in mallet percussion (xylophone), flute,
and piccolo
Cue: harmonica playing with a guitar (implied
diegetic)

“The Dead of Night”
“The Dead of Night” features the tuba playing another solo containing the “shark motive.” [See
analysis table for “The Dead of Night,” Figure 2.5]. In this example, instead of hearing this cue
during a title, it occurs at the discovery of an object associated with the shark and Hooper’s
connection of that object to the predator. Chief Martin Brody (Roy Scheider), the Sheriff of
Amity, and marine biologist Matt Hooper (Richard Dreyfuss), an employee of the fictional
Oceanic Institute, set out at night on Hooper’s research boat to find the shark. The two men, with
the help of a flood light, discover a small, abandoned fishing boat. Brody realizes that this boat
belongs to Ben Gardner, who has been reported missing. Hooper enters the artificially-lit ocean
water and swims toward Gardner’s boat, where he finds a sizable hole underneath the hull. On
the lower right edge of the hole, Hooper discovers a large, triangular shark’s tooth. Hooper
wields his knife to pry the tooth out. At the same second that Hooper points the knife towards the
tooth, the second tuba solo containing the “shark motive” is heard [Figure 2.6]. The “shark
motive,” played by the tuba at the discovery of the shark’s tooth, relates to a previous scene
where a tiger shark was caught and was thought to be what killed the first two victims. The
“shark motive” within the tuba solo represents Hooper’s realization that the tiger shark caught
earlier is the wrong shark, and it tells the audience that the missing tooth and the hole in
Gardner’s boat is a result of the antagonist of the film. This scene shows more evidence that the
tuba playing the “shark motive” is more narratively significant than Audissino’s, Darby’s, and
Du Bois’s claim that the “attack motive” is primary
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Figure 2.5 Analysis table. Jaws “The Dead of Night” (0:49:14–0:49:47)

0:49:14–
0:49:38

Hooper just entered the water. The
camera cuts to an underwater view of
Hooper. Hooper is holding a flashlight
and there are lights illuminating from
under the research vessel.

Cue: There is an existing musical underscoring to
Brody and Hooper’s conversation up until this
point mostly focused in the low strings. When the
shot changes to Hooper underwater, there is an
instant change in timbre. The focus transfers
from the low voices to high, glimmer timbres.
0:49:14 – Piano and metallic percussion plays a
rapid descending figure (F6-Eb6-Db6-C6-F#5-F)
0:49:19 – The violins play the same 3-note figure
as at marker 0:08:18, at the time they discovered
Chrissie’s body. Same intervals but different
pitches. (Db6-C6-A5)
The harp and solo woodwind instruments play
figures reminiscent of the introduction section of
Rite of Spring.

Hooper continues to swim toward
Gardner’s boat.

0:49:33 – quick ascending figure in the harp.
Hooper discovers a hole in the hull of
Gardner’s boat. He shines the flashlight
on the hole.
0:49:39–
0:49:46

As Hooper approaches the hole in the hull
of Gardner’s boat, the viewer notices a
shark’s tooth stuck on the edge of the hole
Hooper uses his knife to pry the shark’s
tooth from the wood surrounding the hole.

0:49:47

Camera shot moves to Hooper’s left hand,
bottom-center of the screen, holding the
shark’s tooth that he just pried from the
boat. He is examining it with the
flashlight with his right hand.
Hooper moves much closer to the hole in
the boat.
0:50:02 – Ben Gardner’s head floats out
of the hole.
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Music from previous cue continues.

0:49:43 – Tuba cue: {7} Melodic, Narr, Motivic
(Eb3-G3-c#4) Three repetitions of this theme.
The “shark motive” returns in the tuba as Hooper
wields his knife to retrieve the shark’s tooth.
Musically tells the viewer that the shark as been
here as well as the image.
Attack theme faintly in low strings under the
tuba. E2-F2
The second rep of the tuba “shark motive” is
playing during the shot change.
0:49:56 – Tuba “shark motive.” (3 notes)
0:49:59 – Tuba. Alteration of “shark motive.”
(Eb-G-C#-D#-Bb-C#)

Figure 2.6 Jaws. Hooper dislodging shark’s tooth with knife

“Face-to-Face”
The scene “Face-to-Face” is the first time in the film that the shark, which the character Quint
has taken (in a scene shortly preceding) to calling “Jaws,” is fully revealed visually. Williams
and Spielberg together coordinate the alias “Jaws,” the shark’s first full reveal, and the motivic
cue associated with the shark played by the tuba. Toward the beginning of the film, after the
attack of Chrissie Watkins, Chief Brody orders the beaches to be closed. The Mayor of Amity,
Larry Vaughn, and local businessmen do not agree with this prospect; because Amity’s beaches
are important to the town’s economy, they are quickly ordered back open. After one of the
mayor’s own children is almost attacked by the shark, Vaughn agrees to shut the beaches down,
and he hires Quint, an old seafarer and captain of a boat called the Orca, to hunt and kill the
shark. Led by Quint, Brody and Hooper set sail on the Orca to put a stop to the menace that had
been terrorizing a once peaceful New England beach town.
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“Face to Face” occurs at the end of a full day at sea, while the men patrol the waters.
Brody’s task is to chum the water to attract the shark. While doing so, the shark unexpectedly
appears right behind him, above the surface of the water [Figure 2.7]. Startled, Brody stands
erect, perplexed, and frozen. He slowly backs up under Hooper, who is on the deck above him,
and positions himself next to Quint. He turns to Quint and mutters, “You’re gonna need a bigger
boat.” Quint orders Hooper to cease the engines and all three men look off the back of the Orca.
The “attack theme” begins, as if to musically survey the shark’s movements as it swims toward
the boat. As the shark nearly reaches the left side of the stern of the Orca, a third tuba solo
containing the “shark motive” is heard. [See Analysis table for “Face-to-Face.” Figure 2.7.]
The opening credits, “The Dead of Night,” and “Face-to-Face” are three scenes that show
a common musical and narrative linkage pertaining to the antagonist, Jaws. All three scenes
contain tuba solos that highlight what I have called the “shark motive.” All three scenes also
have visual representations: the title during the opening credits, Hooper’s discovery of the
shark’s tooth, and the first full visual revelation of Jaws.
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Figure 2.7 Analysis table. Jaws. “Face-to-Face” (1:21:02–1:21:50)

1:21:02–
1:21:03
1:21:04–
1:21:09
1:21:10–
1:21:51

Camera shot of Brody, from an overhead,
angular view. Brody is chumming the
water.
The captain, after giving his orders, takes
his place at a table in the boat. He adjusts
his toothpick
Camera shot switches back to Brody very
close up to the right of the screen. To the
left, there is water in view. He is
continuing to chum the water. With a
cigarette in his mouth:
Brody [Bothered]: “… Slow ahead?... I
can go slow ahead. Why don’t ya come
down and chum some of this shit!”

1:21:17

1:21:20

1:21:24

1:21:26

1:21:50

At 1:21:16, with the same shot, Brody
close-up to the right and in the water’s
view to the left, Jaws suddenly surfaces
the water. Brody startles.
Camera shot switches to Hooper on the
bridge of the boat from the POV from the
back of the boat. At 1:21:18, Brody,
stone-faced swoops up into the shot.
Close, center, and cigarette in mouth.
Camera shot returns to where Brody was
when the shark startled him. The shark
submerges below the surface of the water.
There is a large plume of blood from the
chum.
Camera shot returns to the previous view
of Brody below and Hooper still on the
bridge.
Brody begins to back up slowly.
Camera returns to the previous shot of
captain from 1:21:04. Brody is seen
coming to the door backwards. Brody
backs up next to the captain and says,
“You’re gonna need a bigger boat.”
The captain has gone out of the boat
house. The shot switches from Brody’s
POV looking at water behind boat.
The shark’s fin and tail fun emerge from
the water and it move toward the boat.
Captain: “Shut off the engine.”
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Cue: double-bass strings and cello strings enter
on a pedal point (G3 G4 octave sustain)
High, suspenseful, tremolo strings playing a
gradual ascending line over the G pedal point in
low-strings.
Pedal point on the low strings changes to a C#.
(G to C# is first two notes of shark theme played
at 1:22:00)
Cues in the low and high strings continue.

The attack theme begins in the low strings.

“Chrissie’s Last Swim” and “Blood on the Beach”
“Chrissie’s Last Swim” is the first attack scene of the film, occurring just after the opening
credits, and is a scene that, through its avoidance of the “shark motive,” helps clarify the role of
these cues in later scenes of the film. The scene begins on the beach, at dusk. College-aged men
and women are having a party, drinking beer, smoking, and playing guitar. Chrissie and Cassidy
“make eyes” at each other, and they begin to flirt. Chrissie suddenly springs to her feet, heads
toward the shoreline, and begins removing her clothing as she runs. Cassidy follows her and does
the same. As Cassidy is trying to make small-talk along the way, Chrissie, now naked, runs past
the shoreline and enters the water. Cassidy, who is drunk, falls down a sand dune. Off in the
distance, the audience can hear a bell, attached to a buoy. We see Chrissie’s silhouette in the
distance, moving eloquently along the surface of the water like a freestyle swimmer. She calls
for Cassidy, wondering where he is, when her head is twice pulled underneath the water. The
second pull is more forceful than the first. Just before the attack begins, the camera changes to an
underwater POV shot, in which we see Chrissie’s legs treading water. There are fragments of the
“attack motive” played by the cellos, mixed with sparse, ascending figures played by
woodwinds, harp, and metallic percussion. Chrissie is being thrashed about and dragged around
by a mysterious attacker. She grabs onto the buoy we heard clanging earlier; it is her last attempt
to survive the experience before she fully submerges underneath the surface of the water.
The audience hears the “attack motive” but not the “shark motive.” Narratively, life
around Amity has been peaceful and there have not been any occurrences of shark attacks.
Chrissie entered the water naked, carefree, and with no reservations. We, the audience, know that
she is going to be attacked by a shark. The darkness of the water and the eerie silence create a
psychological dissonance in the audience, because we know what is about to happen, but
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Chrissie does not. During the underwater POV shot of the shark moving toward Chrissie, we
hear the “attack motive” (audio-threat cue) but when Chrissie’s head is pulled under water, she is
confused. Why is the “shark motive” not heard in this scene? The answer is that narratively, no
one within the diegesis of the film knows of any threats of shark attacks, and no one inside or
outside of the story world can see any sharks. For instance, Figure 2.8 is a still image from this
scene where Chrissie is attacked and there isn’t any shark in view. Therefore, neither the “shark
motive” nor the tuba is heard during this scene.

Figure 2.8 Still image. Jaws. “Chrissie’s Last Swim”

The scene “Blood on the Beach” similarly features an attack but no use of the tuba
playing the “shark motive” pairing, since it does not use a visual shot of the shark. In this
sequence, Jaws claims the life of a twelve-year-old boy, Alex Kintner. The scene begins with the
townspeople of Amity enjoying a day at the beach. Brody is nervous, because this scene occurs
shortly after Mayor Vaughn has ordered the beaches back open after Chrissie Watkins’s death.
The adults are sunbathing and talking about current events and business affairs, while the
children and teenagers swim and play on the shoreline. Alex enters the water with his yellow raft
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with his friends. A teenager is playing a game of fetch with his dog, Pippet, using a stick. A
small child sits by the shoreline building sandcastles and singing “The Muffin Man.”7 The dog,
Pippet, suddenly disappears, and his fetch partner begins frantically calling for him. The camera
moves to a shot that focuses on the stick they were playing with, floating on the surface of the
water. Eventually, there is another underwater shot from the POV of the shark moving up and
under Alex before he is attacked. During the attack, Alex’s friends and the bathers on the beach
see him flailing about while losing copious amounts of blood. Swimmers run to the beach while
Alex’s mother becomes aware of the skirmish, and she moves toward the shoreline to find her
son. Next, Alex’s yellow raft floats ashore, torn and bloodied [Figure 2.10].
Musically, we hear the “attack theme” when the camera shot changes to the POV of the
shark moving toward Alex and his raft. This time, unlike in “Chrissie’s Last Swim,” the “shark
motive” is cued in one quick iteration played by the clarinet. Also unlike Chrissie’s attack, the
viewer can see plumes of blood underwater and a caustic action on the surface of the water. In
this scene, Williams is giving the audience a little clue by cuing the “shark motive,” albeit briefly
and in the clarinet. Figure 2.9 is a still image where we see Alex being thrashed about while he
spews blood but even at this point, we still can’t see the shark, so the tuba is not employed
during this sequence. This observation points to why the “shark motive” is even more important
when played by the tuba.

7

This is another audio-threat cue; in the standard practice of horror film, children singing
“innocent” nursery rhymes is a common foreshadowing device, and a use of anempathy. Another
exploitation of this device can be heard in the nondiegetic music in Joel Schumacher’s The Lost
Boys (1987).
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Figure 2.9 Still image. Jaws. “Blood on the Beach”

“July 4th”
The last of these scenes is “July 4th,” set during Amity’s Fourth-of-July weekend celebration.
Despite two shark attacks at this point, Mayor Vaughn has insisted that the beaches stay open.
The public is convinced that the waters are safe, and eventually there are many swimmers. After
several shot changes of swimmers enjoying the water, we see two teenage girls. A shark’s fin
glides by and passes just to the left of the girls. The camera shot changes to a close-up of a young
woman who notices the fin and yells, “Huh?... God!”8 There is another series of quick camera
shots of swimmers, whose countenances are of fear and disbelief. The action on screen becomes
widespread panic, and the camera shots of swimmers trying to reach the shore become more
rapid. It might seem strange that during such a dramatic scene, there is a complete absence of
nondiegetic cues. We only hear the diegetic, ambient sounds of the chaos as beach-goers fend for
their lives. Eventually, the camera cuts to an area away from the chaos, and a we see a fin
skimming across the water. The fin stops moving and tips over to reveal children in wetsuits who
were controlling it. We discover that the supposed “threat” is simply a hoax carried out by two

8

This dialogue occurs in the film Jaws, 0:59:30.
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boys to scare beach guests. This total absence of nondiegetic scoring is a result of there not being
a shark. This absence highlights the importance of both motives in this discussion. There was no
“real” shark to be seen, so the tuba was not heard playing the “shark motive.” Since there was no
shark, there weren’t any movements of it so there was no “attack motive” either.9
The use and non-use of the tuba in these six scenes of the film Jaws proves the
inexactness of motivic assignments from the authors mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.
The tuba is heard playing the “shark motive” at the title of the film, during Hooper’s discovery of
the shark’s tooth, and at the first full revelation of the shark while the three men were hunting it
on the Orca. In these sequences, the “shark motive” is cued by Williams and played by the tuba
to represent the musical identity of the shark.

The Solos
As shown above, Williams composed three solos played by the tuba in the opening credits
[Example 2.3] and the scenes “The Dead of Night” [Example 2.4] and “Face-to-Face.” I have
clarified the connection between these motives and the shark’s identity and its attacks on
innocent beachgoers. In what follows, I will discuss the timbral and motivic elements within two
of these solos, the opening credits and “The Dead of Night”; although there are three tuba solos,
the third, in “Face-to-Face,” is only a shortened version of the first solo, and so can be omitted
from the discussion here.. The harmonic construction and orchestration create a special timbral
effect in these scenes. Williams composed the tuba solos containing the “shark motive” played
over the “attack motive,” which creates a unique timbral element by orchestration and harmonic

9

Jaws, 0:59:26–01:01:26.
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linkages. In addition to the importance of timbral element’s contribution to the score’s sound, the
timbre created by Williams’s orchestration even further supports my claim about what I call the
primary “shark motive.”
In these two sequences, Williams uses a careful combination of two motives sounded
simultaneously and treated to a unique timbral juxtaposition to create an ominous effect. The
first tuba solo, in Example 2.3, occurs as the film’s title appears on the screen during the opening
credits. This cue contains three iterations of the “shark motive,” which is an ascending major
third followed by an ascending tritone (Eb3-G3-Db). The first statement of the “shark motive” is
followed by a sustained note on the highest pitch of the motive (Db). In the fourth measure, the
tuba plays another iteration of the motive followed by an alteration of a melodic E-flat-major
chord in first inversion. Next, the tuba returns to the “shark motive” in its original form. The solo
concludes with a descending arpeggio of an E-flat major-minor seventh chord in third inversion.

Example 2.3 First tuba solo played over “attack motive.” Jaws in opening credits
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The second tuba solo, in Example 2.4, occurs in the scene “The Dead of Night,” when
Hooper finds the shark’s tooth in the edge of the hole under Ben Gardner’s boat. This solo has
most of the same elements as the first one, but Williams created differences in this one to align
narratively with the scene. The basic idea is the same: the tuba plays a solo containing the “shark
motive” over the low strings playing the attack theme. Notice that the iterations of the “shark
motive” are proportioned differently, allowing more space between each statement. The first
statement of the “shark motive” is more rhythmically augmented than the rest. The spacing
between the iterations of the shark motive in this solo seem to align with a sequence of actions
by Hooper at the discovery of the shark’s tooth (these actions are included in Example 2.4).

Example 2.4 Second tuba solo played over “attack motive” in Jaws “The Dead of Night”
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Williams’s orchestration during the three solo cues holds even more evidentiary support
that the major-third/tritone figure is the primary “shark motive,” and that it holds the greatest
importance when played by the tuba. The placement of the motives within these solos is
important: the “shark motive,” played soloistically, is placed over the “attack motive” that
accompanies the solo. Williams scored the tuba over an octave higher than the cellos and double
basses, instruments that are usually scored at a similar pitch range. This is a violation of the
customary timbral role of the tuba, normally a foundational instrument, now at the top of the
texture. Representing a predator that preys on innocent victims, the instability of this sound
suggests the chaos around the shark’s actions. There are also important vertical and horizontal
harmonic linkages that heighten this effect of instability. The linear motion of both motives,
individually, are highly dissonant. The “shark motive” contains a tritone that is exploited three
times during the solo; the “attack theme” is based mostly on an oscillating minor-second pattern.
Horizontally, the tuba solo outlines the of key of E-flat major, which plays against the “attack
motive,” where all pitches are in natural position. Harmonically, the listener is bombarded with a
succession of compound and dissonant intervals.
Williams’s Oscar-winning score to Jaws is a testament to his ability and success as a
composer of film music that is indicative of Hollywood’s “Golden Age.” His composition led to
one of the most recognizable motives (“attack motive”) that has permeated audiences’ psyches
even forty-two years later. The nostalgic effect of the “attack motive” is bittersweet since
viewers and later commentators have misinterpreted and even totally misunderstood the
relationship between these musical motives and what is occurring on the screen. Reflecting again
on Stilwell’s advice about the importance of how music in a film works, it seems that no one has
really considered how this audio threat cue or “attack motive” actually works in Jaws beyond
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being a cue that is so recognizable or nostalgic. My analysis looks beyond what motives merely
exist in the score and focuses on the instrument that is playing said motives. Paying close
attention to the tuba alone enables one to understand that the musical theme that represents the
antagonist is different than the minor-second ostinato. There are six references to the film that
were discussed in this chapter as evidence that the “shark motive” played by the tuba is the
primary musical representation of the shark in Jaws.
In the next chapter, another film scored by Williams is discussed in which the tuba’s role
is less embedded into the symphonic texture than in Jaws, but it is just as overlooked by film
music scholars. In Close Encounters of the Third Kind, the tuba musically represents a giant
spaceship and is similarly the focus for the entire film. Just like Jaws authors ignore this aspect
of the score, and in turn, sections of Williams’s film score are understood in less detail.
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CHAPTER 3: CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND

Williams’s score to Close Encounters of the Third Kind can be described as a stylistically binary
score; a modernist compositional style transforms as the film develops, becoming something that
resembles post-Romantic symphonic writing—throughout the course of the film, darkness
transforms to light.1 The tuba plays a central role in this transformation. In a scene called “The
Conversation,” Williams “casts” the tuba and contrabassoon together to play the role of the
Mothership of the aliens who serve as the narrative’s central crux.2 In this scene, the
extraterrestrial visitors teach human scientists a code with which they can communicate.
Timbrally, Williams creates a new sound for Spielberg’s science-fiction screenplay about UFOs
and alien visitors using a coupling of standard orchestral instruments while avoiding the electrostatic conventions of the 1950s and ’60s. Rather than embracing the normal approach for scoring
a film of this kind, which would typically utilize the supernatural, otherworldly sound produced
by the Theremin, Williams created a musical language within the diegetic score that notably
features the tuba.3 Moreover, “The Conversation” and the tuba’s role in that scene are centrally

1

Two writings that discuss this aspect of the symphonic score to Close Encounters are
the following: Tom Schneller, “Sweet Fulfillment: Allusion and Teleological Genesis in John
Williams’s Close Encounters of the Third Kind,” Musical Quarterly 97, no. 1 (April 2014): 98–
131; Neil Lerner, “Nostalgia, Masculinist Discourse and Authoritarianism in John Williams’[s]
Scores for Star Wars and Close Encounters of the Third Kind,” in Off the Planet: Music, Sound
and Science Fiction Cinema, ed. Philip Hayward, 96–108 (Eastleigh, UK: John Libbey
Publishing, 2004).
2

“The Conversation” is the name of the chapter title from the “30th Anniversary Ultimate
Edition” of Close Encounters of the Third Kind (Sony, 2007).
3

On the role of the Theremin in science-fiction film scores, see James Wierzbicki,
“Weird Vibrations: How the Theremin Gave Music to Hollywood’s Extraterrestrial Others,”
Journal of Popular Film and Television, 30, no. 3, (2002): 125–35; and Rebecca Leydon,
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important to the filmic structure of Close Encounters of the Third Kind, which is built on a
complex, dual narrative.

Two Plots
The complexity of this film’s plot structure and symbolism requires some unpacking to
effectively understand the tuba’s central importance. First, we must understand that this film
features dual storylines: one is a tale of private households and their struggles, the other a tale of
the government and its encounter with an extraterrestrial species [Figure 3.1]. We must also
understand the musical motives that Williams manipulates throughout the film. The tuba, during
“The Conversation,” successfully brings these different strands together in a single, climactic
convergence. The dual plots of the screenplay are important to understand because this duality is
present in Williams’s score. As the two plots unify into one, so does the music. In the
penultimate scene of the film, all motives converge during “The Conversation” in Box Canyon
embedded in the “code” played by the tuba and contrabassoon as the Mothership.

“Hooked on Aetherophones: The Day the Earth Stood Still,” in Off the Planet: Music, Sound and
Science Fiction Cinema, ed. Philip Hayward, 30–41 (Eastleigh, UK: John Libbey Publishing,
2004).
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Figure 3.1 Diagram depicting the two plots and their convergence in Close Encounters of the
Third Kind

The first plot centers on a series of UFO sightings and other unexplainable, bizarre
occurrences, which are under investigation by a team of scientific researchers, led by Frenchman
Claude Lacombe (François Truffaut). A fleet of Naval airplanes, reported missing off the coast
of Florida in the 1940s, mysteriously appears in the middle of the Sonoran Desert. The planes are
in pristine condition, with full tanks of gasoline. It is also reported that an old ship, the Coat
Appoxi, has appeared in the Gobi Desert. During Lacombe’s investigation of the second incident,
he witnesses residents of a village singing a five-note chant that they claim was given to them by
other-worldly beings. Lacombe, with the help of cartographer and translator David Laughlin
(Bob Balaban), deciphers this music. It seems that these “five-tones” are part of a plan for aliens
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to land on earth. At a remote location called Box Canyon, behind a geological outcropping called
“Devil’s Tower,” the team creates a receiving complex for the alien visitors.
The second plot features two Muncie, Indiana citizens, Roy Neary (Richard Dreyfuss)
and Jillian Guiler (Melinda Dillon). Jillian’s first alien encounter occurs while retrieving her
young son, Barry, who suddenly leaves their farm house. As she pursues Barry outside, Jillian
has an encounter with a UFO. Jillian is left with radiation burns and a manifestation in her mind
of the same five-note melody that was heard by the Indian villagers. At about the same time,
Roy, a utility worker and family man, is sent on a call to investigate a power outage, and there
has his own alien encounter. Like Jillian, he is left with burns and a five-note musical pattern that
plays constantly in his mind and the vision of a strange mountain, which eventually drives him
into a state of near insanity. Later, Jillian’s son, Barry, is abducted by the extra-terrestrial visitors
around Muncie. Roy and Jillian eventually meet at the place of another UFO sighting, as their
visual and aural manifestations lead them into the wilderness, and to Devil’s Tower.
It is during Roy and Jillian’s journey to Devil’s Tower that the two storylines converge.
As Roy and Jillian approach Devil’s Tower, they are met by military police and Lacombe.
Before nightfall, they escape and reach Devil’s Tower. On the other side of Devil’s Tower, in
Box Canyon, three smaller, alien ships appear after the scientists hone them with the “Fivetones” before the landing of the Mothership. There, civilians, government representatives, and
scientists alike all have their close encounter of the third kind, and Roy, at the film’s climactic
conclusion, boards the spaceship for a second life among the stars.
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The Motives
Throughout Close Encounters, Williams’s score utilizes several motives that are tightly
integrated with this telescopic dual narrative. As Ray Morton has shown, there is evidence that
the deftness of this sound-image integration is due to collaboration between Spielberg and
Williams that predates production for Close Encounters. Since Spielberg’s earliest work, a highschool film project entitled Firelight (1963), the director had the idea of someday making a film
about UFOs.4 Many aspects of Close Encounters are thus a fulfillment of a childhood dream.
Williams incorporated references from two 1940s Disney films as a reflection of Spielberg’s
nostalgia: “Night on Bald Mountain” from Fantasia and “When you Wish Upon a Star” from
Pinocchio. Williams inventively weaves these themes together with a motive called “Five
Tones,” the music of the aliens. Human nostalgia and extraterrestrial futurity thus come together
at a grand climax. At the center of this fulcrum of sound and narrative sits the tuba, which itself
bridges the diegetic-nondiegetic divide.

The “Five Tones”
Example 3.1 The “Five Tones” motive in Close Encounters of the Third Kind

The “Five Tones,” the most recognizable motive of the film, is utilized both within the
diegesis and as part of the underscoring, reflecting the complexity of this film’s concept. The
motive is first introduced in the main titles of the opening credits, where Williams includes it in
4

Morton, Close Encounters of the Third Kind, 24–26.
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the symphonic score [Example 3.1]. Next, the “Five Tones” motive is introduced near the
beginning of the film through the diegetic score. But even its place within the diegesis is
complex; it is not only music, but part of the dialogue track, as well as being a motive that
develops and is varied in connection to the unfolding of the plot, as is usually more associated
with nondiegetic underscoring.
At the introduction of the “Five Tones” in the diegesis, Lacombe hears villagers in India
collectively singing this chant of five notes. Lacombe then gives a lecture and demonstration to
NASA scientists about these five tones. Finally, near the end of the film, the “Five Tones”
returns to the diegesis, now as a signaling device when the aliens land in Box Canyon. The “Five
Tones” has also had a metadiegetic reality in character’s minds, as the sounds that the aliens
manifested in Roy’s and Jillian’s psyches, along with their unexplainable visions of a
mountainous figure—the phenomena that lead them to Devil’s Tower, as if the visitors granted
them an invitation to an event. Finally, the “Five Tones” motive is exploited in “The
Conversation,” where it serves as a basis for the music played by the tuba and contrabassoon as
the voice of the Mothership.

Dies irae
Example 3.2 The “Dies irae” motive in Close Encounters of the Third Kind

The “Dies irae,” the medieval Catholic chant for the dead, is introduced in Williams’s underscore
at Roy’s first alien encounter. Once again, we see a motive that holds significance diegetically
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and extradiegetically. This chant had been used in film scoring since the days of silent cinema,
and before that, in Romantic orchestral repertoire as a symbol of human suffering at the hands of
the forces of evil. It was used prominently by Hector Berlioz in Symphonie Fantastique (1830) to
underscore imaginary of a maniacal dance of witches upon the grave of a murderer. This
inventive incorporation of the theme inspired a line of imitators, including Modest Mussorgsky,
who utilized distorted statements of the “Dies irae” in his 1867 tone poem, Night on Bald
Mountain. It came from the nineteenth century onwards to represent fear and loathing, human
frailty, and malicious supernatural powers.
Diegetically, the significance of this theme lies in the shorthand made possible by this
tradition. The “Dies irae” is introduced at Roy’s first alien encounter. At night and lost, Roy has
received a call about a power outage. He pulls his utility truck over to the side of the road to
study a map, and we see a car’s headlights pull up behind him, wait, then speed off. Another set
of lights, which we assume to be vehicle headlights, appears behind Roy’s truck and then
mysteriously levitate upward. Street signs and mailboxes violently shake, and railroad crossing
signals engage without a train present. A bright beam of light shines down on Roy’s truck, which
causes the contents around him to be disrupted. The UFO retracts its beam, floats slowly past
Roy’s truck, and his surroundings return to normal. Roy, frantic, drives home. This is where the
“Dies irae” is first introduced in the score. Later, it returns to accompany Roy and Jillian’s quest
to Devil’s Tower, especially during chase scenes with government police. Once Roy and Jillian
reach Box Canyon past Devil’s Tower, it ceases temporarily, but it returns, as I will show below,
embedded in the “code” delivered by the Mothership during “The Conversation.”
Drawing on its nineteenth-century heritage, this theme is well-chosen to accompany the
mysterious and, as far as the characters are aware, possibly nefarious activities of the aliens. It
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reflects the confusion and uncertainty of Roy and Jillian—and also the anxiety that these
sequences are meant to evoke in Spielberg’s audiences. The motive is associated with the
apprehension and fear of the extra-terrestrial visitors because it is not known until the end of the
film that the aliens are benevolent.

Figure 3.2 Still image. Mountain images in Fantasia and Devil’s Tower (facing page) in Close
Encounters of the Third Kind

Night on Bald Mountain in Fantasia (Spielberg’s inspiration for Devil’s Tower)

“Devil’s Tower” in Close Encounters of the Third Kind
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Extradiegetically, Williams used the “Dies irae” because it is associated with one of
Spielberg’s earliest cinematic memories. The imagery during the Night on Bald Mountain
sequence in Fantasia was the inspiration for Devil’s Tower.5 Figure 3.2 shows the similarities
between these two iconic images (Bald Mountain and Devil’s Tower). Williams did not draw
directly on Mussorgsky’s score, but referenced it obliquely by using the “Dies irae,” as had
Mussorgsky in his tone poem. Williams’s inventive manipulation of his source material shows
awareness of the deeply embedded networks of this film’s internal story, cinematic history, and
the director’s personal and professional past.

“Fate is Kind”
Example 3.3 The “Fate is Kind” motive in Close Encounters of the Third Kind

Like Night on Bald Mountain, the film Pinocchio is another of Spielberg’s fond childhood
memories, and it is referenced in the musical score of Close Encounters. Morton’s work has
established that Spielberg intended parallels to be drawn between Pinocchio, the wooden puppet
who wishes to be a real boy, and Roy Neary.6 As part of this intertextual referentiality, Spielberg
requested that Williams include “When You Wish upon a Star” in the score to Close Encounters.
Williams does this in two ways. First, for the motive that is called “Fate is Kind”
[Example 3.3], Williams borrowed a portion of the melody from the bridge section of the song

5

Morton, Close Encounters of the Third Kind, 24.
6
Morton, Close Encounters of the Third Kind, 24.
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“When You Wish upon a Star,” when the lyrics say, “Fate is kind.”7 This motive is first
introduced when Roy and Jillian meet and confide in each other of their close encounters and the
unexplainable premonitions, visions, and auditory hallucinations that they share. They head out
together on a journey to find the source of their hallucinations, and they arrive at Devil’s Tower
just before the aliens land—“fate,” if you will. Roy and Jillian’s acquaintance and the strong
urge that lead them to Devil’s Tower is a notion of “fate,” so it is cued several times throughout
their meeting and journey. In the cueing of the motive, Williams focuses on the first three notes
of the phrase, which is comprised of a major second followed by a perfect fourth. The motive
becomes more prevalent as the two storylines merge, and it is expanded at the arrival of the
Mothership and during the close encounter.

“When You Wish Upon a Star”
Example 3.4 When You Wish Upon a Star motive in Close Encounters of the Third Kind

The second motive Williams used from Pinocchio, “When You Wish upon a Star,” is taken from
the chorus, in which the lyrics are the same as the song’s title [Example 3.4]. This motive is
specifically associated with Roy’s wish to understand these strange and crippling aural
manifestations of the five tones.

7

The motivic label “Fate is Kind” comes from Schneller, “Sweet Fulfillment,” 110.
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Figure 3.3 Still image. Music box in the Neary home playing When You Wish Upon a Star

In the original 1977 release of Close Encounters, “When You Wish upon a Star” first
appeared as a quotation rather than as a motive in the underscoring; in that sequence, the motive
is introduced diegetically through a music box during one of the first scenes in the Neary home
[Figure 3.3]; this scene was later edited out.8 At the end of the film, as Roy Neary is chosen to
leave with the extraterrestrials, the audience hears the chorus’s melody played by the violins—
Roy gets his wish, as Pinocchio got his. It is played in rhythmic augmentation compared to the
original version of the song [Figure 3.4].

8

See APPENDIX C for the comparisons between the 1977, 1980, and 1998 versions of Close
Encounters of the Third Kind.
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Figure 3.4 Still image. Roy gets his wish

The Conversation
We have discussed the two storylines in this film and the various musical motives that
accompany the characters through their investigations and travails. What remains is to see how
these various strands culminate, and how paying attention to the role of the tuba helps us to
understand the intricate design of this narrative-sonic complex.
In writings published about Williams’s score for Close Encounters of the Third Kind,
authors agree that the score is an admixture of compositional styles. Neil Lerner has pointed out
that the nondiegetic score “progresses from a more abstract, melody-less atonal language (the
“alien” modernism) to one that is more familiar, melodic, and tonal.”9 Tom Schneller expresses
compelling observations about Williams’s treatment pertaining to the development of motives

9

Lerner, “Masculinist Discourse,” 105.
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within the nondiegetic score and, like Lerner, he discusses the “transfiguration” of the modernist
to post-Romantic compositional styles in the score.10
Yet both authors neglect to point out that the conflicting styles of composition, as well as
the various motives that are introduced at various points of the film, converge just as the
different narrative strands of the film converge. This convergence can best be observed in the
sequence called “The Conversation.” A realization that this is the central narrative and sonic
moment in this film’s unfolding is rendered obvious when one focuses on the tuba in an
analytical approach that combines motivic and timbral attention, like the one that I am
advocating throughout this document. The tuba and contrabassoon together have significant
implications to the film narrative in this scene; by closely following the role of the tuba, one
discovers that the four motives introduced throughout the film are included and hidden within the
musical language that the aliens use with humans.
Figure 3.5 is an expansion of the diagram given as Figure 3.1, which diagrammed how
the two storylines of Close Encounters develop and merge. Within Figure 3.5, I show how the
music interacts with this narrative device, specifically showing where the four motives are
introduced in relation to the film narrative. This convergence in the storyline occurs at Devil’s
Tower and shortly following is the scene “The Conversation.” During this scene, the tuba and
contrabassoon together are cast by Williams as the role of the Mothership and the four motives
introduced throughout the film culminate within the diegetic score.

10

Schneller, “Sweet Fulfillment,” 99.
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Figure 3.5 Timeline of motive introductions in Close Encounters of the Third Kind

In Box Canyon, just before “The Conversation” begins, the Mothership slowly descends
into the canyon. Scientists and crews are scurrying around, taking their posts and preparing for
what is next. There is a centered POV shot from the perspective of the Mothership, looking at the
scientists and crew. In the background, we can see the rocks and earth that are the sides of the
canyon lined with stations and observation towers. In the center is a console containing a musical
keyboard surrounded by scientists and engineers. Behind them is a large light board containing
individual rectangular sections that illuminates a specific color associated with a specific note
played, akin to color organs that have been in use since the eighteenth century. The diegetic,
ambient noise around this scene decreases in volume just before “The Conversation.” The
prolonged shot and diminution in ambient noise could be compared to the rising of a large
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curtain and we, the audience, are witnessing a quasi-concert along with the “audience” within the
diegesis [Figure 3.6].

Figure 3.6 Still image. “The Conversation” from Close Encounters of the Third Kind

The musical cue here is tightly integrated with the unfolding narrative developments, and
required a unique working methodology for its realization. Within the typical filmic production
system, the musical score is composed after the film is shot and edited. During an interview with
Jim Self, credited as the tubist who recorded “The Conversation,” I learned that the “Five Tones”
motive and the section of the score for this scene was composed and recorded during preproduction of Close Encounters.11 Spielberg did not want the sound of the score to resemble that

11

During my interview with Jim Self, we discussed this aspect of the pre-production
score. This is also confirmed in Morton, Close Encounters of the Third Kind: The Making of
Steven Spielberg’s Classic Film.
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of earlier conventions in science fiction films of the 1950s and 1960s.12 Also, not wanting to use
the conventional broken style of English often attributed to aliens—e.g., “We come in peace,
Earthling”—Spielberg presented Williams with the idea of using music as a means of
“universal” communication at the first official meeting of humans and extraterrestrials. A series
of prescores were composed and recorded, each consisting of varying musical material and
orchestration. Once the appropriate version was chosen, it was sutured into the film during postproduction.
Williams used a coupling of standard orchestral instruments, the tuba and contrabassoon,
instead of electronic or electro-static instruments. The Mothership is conceptually enormous in
size and quite authoritative in the film, so following standard conventions, the tuba was a wellsuited decision in orchestration. Pairing the tuba with contrabassoon enabled the desired effect of
a “weird,” other-worldly sound. The forcefulness of the tuba and the low “buzzy” sound of the
contrabassoon were the perfect complement to play the voice of the Mothership.
The diegetic score from “The Conversation” begins with the “Five Tones” [Example 3.5]
When the actual conversation begins, the instrumentation for the humans’ contributions,
although shown on screen as coming from an electronic keyboard, is played by the oboe,
standing in sharp contrast with the tuba and contrabassoon of the Mothership.13 The oboe begins
the “Five Tones,” which is an ascending major second, a descending major third, followed by a
descending octave, and then an ascending perfect fifth. The tuba and contrabassoon respond with
a short, declamatory rhythmic statement. The tuba and contrabassoon parts in the third and fourth
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Wierzbicki, “Weird Vibrations” and Leydon, “Hooked on Aetherophones,” op. cit.
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Per Jim Self, two oboes were used in the recording of the music to “The Conversation”
despite that visually, on-screen, it is insinuated that a synthesizer keyboard is creating the
pitches.
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measures are almost the same as the first and second measures. However, the response is
rhythmically altered, as if to sound like a change in pitch and cadence within a conversation
between two people. After the third and fourth statement of the “Five Tones,” there is not a
response from the Mothership. In the seventh measure, the oboe plays the “Five Tones” again.
However, after the third pitch, the tuba and contrabassoon play the fourth and fifth pitch
forcefully. In the excerpt, the contrast between the two instrument groupings is highly noticeable.

Example 3.5 “The Conversation,” Excerpt 1
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Williams used the oboe to represent human communication and the tuba and
contrabassoon to represent the Mothership, with clear narrative implications. The Mothership is a
large object—an entire city within a spaceship. The tuba is a likely choice to musically represent
the Mothership because of its potential to sound “large”—and the tuba is, in fact, a large brass
instrument.14 In contrast to Williams’s use of the tuba in Jaws, he scores the tuba during “The
Conversation” in its low register, in which the effect produces a timbre that points to the
Mothership being a very “big,” authoritative object. The single oboe, played eloquently, creates a
stark contrast, depicting the inferiority of the humans, a meek voice coming forth to engage in a
conversation with an enormous unknown, other-worldly network of aliens. This notion of
superiority on the side of the aliens is evident visually as well as musically; this is a race of
beings who are technologically advanced and could obliterate earth and its inhabitants if
provoked. This gap in power is highlighted in the fifth through seventh measures of Example 3.5,
where humans make two attempts to coax a response from the Mothership, which responds with
a resounding “boom” as if to say, “Don’t rush me!”
After humans and aliens establish their initial contact, the next section of “The
Conversation,” shown in Example 3.6, uses only tuba and contrabassoon. As the sequence
continues, the “Five Tones” motive gradually morphs as the tonal “dialogue” between the
humans and the Mothership becomes more complex. This transformation, as I will show below,
becomes increasingly more coherent until, finally, all of the motives described above (the “Five
Tones,” “Fate is Kind,” etc.) coalesce into a single, climactic, universalizing statement.

14

The contrabassoon, paired with the tuba, is not as loud as its brass partner; however,
the low, “buzzy,” wooden sound is a complement to the tuba that creates a tone color that is
unique and unfamiliar.
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Narratively, the Mothership is playing a tonal coded language, and the humans capture
this exchange as data. Like the previous example, this section is based on the “Five Tones”
motive. In the first measure, the tuba and contrabassoon state the motive, and they repeat it in
measure two. The second statement of the motive continues with an extended version of the
“Five Tones,” which is then continued in a variational approach in the next two measures.
Within these variations, Williams maintained a general contour in the line that is like the original
motive and highlighted the use of major and perfect intervals. Timbrally, these statements
resemble “chatter;” the color mixture of the tuba and contrabassoon playing a succession of
semi-repetitive patterns of major and perfect intervals creates an unusual context and conveys
this idea of “code” that was understood by audiences in 1977, roughly twenty years before
computers were household items.

Example 3.6 “The Conversation,” Excerpt 2
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Example 3.7 transcribes the underscoring for the moment when Spielberg’s film dialogue
and Williams’s diegetic score combine. The engineers in the scene are verbally responding to
what they are hearing and describing the signals for the engineers to send back to the
Mothership.15 This excerpt is an interplay between the Mothership and humans and is largely
made up of perfect fifths and major sixths. Motivically, the “Five Tones” serves as the basis for
the musical content and again, like in Example 3.6, Williams’s relies on the contrast of timbres.

Example 3.7 “The Conversation,” Excerpt 3

15

An example of this dialogue is a time mark 1:56:24: “Alright, now give her six quavers
and pause. . . . She’s giving us four quavers, a set of five quavers, and four semi-quavers.”
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The part of “The Conversation” transcribed in Example 3.8 holds great importance to the
narrative, because it is here that the four motives used in the film converge. A series of five
pitches or “signals” characterizes each statement here, referencing the “Five Tones” motive. A
corresponding Ab0 follows each five-pitch grouping as if to represent a kind of punctuation, or
perhaps a keystroke, such as the “return” or “enter” key for marking breaks in data.

Example 3.8 “The Conversation,” Excerpt 4

Within these groups of five signals, fragments of the motives introduced throughout film
are embedded into the tuba and contrabassoon part. I have deconstructed Example 3.8 in the
examples below to show how the motives are manipulated. Example 3.9 shows how the first
measure of Example 3.8 contains the “Dies irae.” The fourth pitch (G2) seems to function like a
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passing tone to the fifth pitch. Omitting the G2 altogether results in the original form of the
motive. Example 3.10 shows how m. 5 holds the “Fate is Kind” motive by swapping the third
and fourth pitches (B-A) to achieve an ascending major second followed by an ascending perfect
fourth. Like m. 1 of Example 3.8, m. 7, shown in Example 3.11, contains the “Dies irae.” The
motive becomes more transparent by raising the second pitch one octave and swapping it with
the third pitch. The ninth measure of Example 3.8, shown in Example 3.12, contains two “Fate is
Kind” motives. The first is formed using the second and third pitches (F2-G2) that make an
interval of an ascending major second, and raising the fourth pitch (C2) one octave (to C3)
allows for the ascending perfect fourth. The second “Fate is Kind” motive in this measure begins
of the fourth pitch (C2 as written) and creates an ascending major second and ascending perfect
fourth by replacing the eighth rest at the end of the ninth measure with the first pitch (G2) of the
same measure. Like m. 9, m. 11 (Example 3.13) contains two “Fate is Kind” motives. The first
begins on the first pitch (C2) and in order to create the necessary perfect fourth to conclude the
motive, the third pitch (G1) must be raised one octave (to G2). The second “Fate is Kind” motive
found in the measure is a result of swapping the fourth and fifth pitches (F-E) and replacing the
eighth rest at the end of the measure with the first pitch (C2). The use of the “Five Tones” in
measure thirteen (Example 3.14) can be realized using one of two possibilities. This can either
represent the “Five Tones” with an altered fourth pitch (F1), or it can be created by swapping the
fourth pitch (F1) with the punctuation (Ab0) in measure fourteen, which creates the motive in its
original form. Finally, in measure fifteen of Example 3.8 (Example 3.15), there is another “Fate
is Kind” motive imbedded. To realize the motive, the first pitch (C2) must be raised one octave.
Then, beginning on the third pitch (F2) and moving in reverse order will form the motive. By
manipulating his various motives, Williams is thus able to imbue his alien’s coded language with
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a great deal of inter- and intra-textual meaning within this seemingly bewildering succession of
pitches.

Example 3.9 Mm. 1–2 of Example 3.8 – ”Dies irae”

Example 3.10 Mm. 5–6 of Example 3.8 – “Fate is Kind”

Example 3.11 Mm. 7–8 of Example 3.8 – ”Dies irae”
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Example 3.12 Mm. 9–10 of Example 3.8 – “Fate is Kind”

Example 3.13 Mm. 11–12 of Example 3.8 – “Fate is Kind”

Example 3.14 Mm. 13–14 of Example 3.8 – The “Five Tones”

Example 3.15 Mm. 15–16 of Example 3.8 – “Fate is Kind”
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The question could be raised as to whether these are truly motive fragments embedded
into the Mothership’s code, or whether they are random occurrences. The possibility of
coincidence is perhaps alleviated by the similarities of the intervallic constructs between the four
motives drawn from throughout the film and used at this climactic scene. The chart in Figure 3.7
shows the intervallic relationship between the motives in the score to Close Encounters. All
motives contain seconds and fourths as their primary structural intervals. The “Five Tones”
consists of a major second, a major third, and then a perfect fourth; the leap of an octave is
explained away by Lacombe the first time we encounter this theme (at the French press
conference) as “la même chose”—the same thing. The part of the “Dies irae” quoted in
Williams’s motive consists of an alternation of major and minor seconds with major and minor
thirds, and the entirety of the motive outlines a perfect fourth. The entirety of the “Five Tones”
outlines a perfect fifth, the inversion of the perfect fourth. “Fate is Kind” contains a succession of
a major second and a fourth, and the entirety also outlines the perfect fifth that serves as a
structural hinge for the other motives. The fact that all of these motives are present in the aliens’
code and that their intervallic content is so similar suggests a careful planning on Williams’s
part, making the patterns within the score during “The Conversation” less random that might
appear at first glance.
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Figure 3.7 La même chose. Intervallic relationship between the motives

Like Jaws, Williams’s score to Close Encounters of the Third Kind consists of a complex
array of motivic devices. The difference between the two scores lies in the level of complexity
that Close Encounters has in comparison to Jaws. Authors like Schneller and Lerner address
these complexities, but both omit any discussion of timbre. Also, these authors ignore “The
Conversation.” As a tuba player, I have long found this omission odd, given the extensive use of
my instrument in this sequence. But beyond my own natural bias, I would argue that this scene
should be at the heart of any analysis of this film; narratively, visually, and musically, “The
Conversation” is the climactic scene of the entire movie, the point at which the various narrative
and musical strands come together. Timbrally, Williams couples two standard orchestral
instruments, the tuba and contrabassoon, to be the voice of the Mothership. The tuba, like in
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Jaws, is used musically to represent the main focal point of the entire film. As I have shown
throughout this chapter, although the narrative use of the tuba in Close Encounters is
concentrated to a two-minute portion of the film, the tuba’s role reaches beyond merely its
“sound”; the tuba cue’s musical content is the culmination of all of the motivic material that has
underscored the dual narrative strands.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Often in film music studies, the roles of individual instruments are limited to generalized norms,
placing timbres into broad categories of widely accepted sounds, such as “heroic,” “sad,”
“seedy,” or “romantic.”1 As I hope to have shown in this document, a composer sometimes
chooses instruments for reasons that align with narrative concerns. Following the sound of one
instrument throughout an entire film uncovers more than the applied techniques performed by
the player. It can help the analyst to notice multiple aspects of the score and film narrative. In
Jaws, Williams allocated the tuba’s timbral qualities to represent the ferocious antagonist that
disrupted the simple, everyday lives of Amity’s citizens, with a motivic role that is linked
directly to the visual occurrences of the shark. In Close Encounters of the Third Kind, the tuba is
the voice of an extraterrestrial spaceship, accomplishing a naturalistic exchange between the
humans and the aliens that avoiding either a stilted version of the English language or an
antiquated use of instruments of the “Electro Avant-garde” as encountered in so many science
fiction films.2
The role of the tuba was very different in Jaws and Close Encounters, but one feature
remains constant between the two films: the tuba retains its role as the sonic representation of the
central motivating (and threatening) non-human focal point of both films. Music’s function in
film is often compared to its function in opera and theater through associative themes and longstanding conventions in orchestration. For Jaws, Williams seems to look back to the conventions
for the tuba in the nineteenth century. Jim Self, who has played tuba on hundreds of recordings
1

See, for instance, Kalinak, Settling the Score, 120.

2

The term “Electro Avant-garde” derives from Leydon, “Forbidden Planet,” Effects and
Affects in the Electro Avant Garde,” op. cit., 61.
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for film and television can attest that the tuba in Hollywood is mostly associated with comedy.
During my interview with Self, he fondly reminisced about a recording he did for Jerry
Goldsmith, where he had to repeatedly play a single C#1, only to discover that it was in
Goldsmith’s efforts to use the tuba to produce a perfect “fart” sound.3 The two films highlighted
in this document are examples in which the tuba is featured quite differently from this comedic
role, and point to the nineteenth-century composers on whom Williams has modeled his career.
For instance, his use of the tuba to represent giant monsters is reminiscent of Wagner’s use of
this instrument in Der Ring des Nibelungen (1848–1874) to represent Fafner, the lustful mancum-dragon.4 Williams and Wagner thus both used the tuba to represent threatening, malevolent
beast figures.
In Close Encounters, Williams’s score largely focused on the neo-Romantic ideologies of
the narrative through his music where he reinforces—or even enables—these themes. However,
like the twenty-five-foot shark in Jaws and Wagner’s enormous dragon in Siegfried, the
Mothership is a perplexing sight. In the end, the extraterrestrial visitors in Close Encounters were
benevolent and came to earth in peace but before the viewer is certain of the alien’s pleasant
nature, they are subjected to images of an uncertain, potential menace of great size. Whether
Williams had this association in mind is an open question, but it raises the important question of
the relationship between Williams’s film scores and the great nineteenth-century works that the
film composer looked to as models during his creation of the “revivalist” sound.

3

Jim Self Interview.

4

Richard Wagner, “Zweiter Aufzug: Vorspiel und erste Scene,” Siegfried: In Full Score
(New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1983), 166–68, mm. 6–72.
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Other important questions remain after my initial foray into an analytical method that
combines timbral and motivic attention. Four years ago, this project began as a question of
“why”—Why did Williams use the tuba differently than other film composers? The “why?”
question has turned into “how”—how has Williams used the tuba in order to express the filmic
themes of Jaws and Close Encounters of the Third Kind? I hope that I have answered this
question to some extent in this paper.
Nevertheless, the “why” question still looms and demands exploration. During my
interview with Jim Self, he gave me a clue to the answer of my original question, “why?”5 Roger
Bobo (b.1938) was the tubist who recorded some of Williams’s earliest film scores such as
Fitzwilly (1967). Bobo released a solo tuba solo album in 1969 called Roger Bobo and Tuba,
which has come to be considered ground-breaking due to a piece included on its tracks,
Encounters II by William Kraft. In 1969, it was unusual to hear the tuba exploit such extended
pitch range and techniques of playing.6 During my research, I began to conduct a survey of the
recordings released that featured the tuba from the late 1940s through 1975. It is of interest to
note that the way that Williams wrote for his tubist in his film scores began to change at a pivotal
point of development in tuba solo literature and recordings. Self has also suggested that in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, there was a new breed of virtuosic tuba player in the Los Angeles
area.7 Eventually, this part of the research became too sizable, but the observation is highly

5

Jim Self, Interview (Appendix D).

6

Based on research of published solo works for tuba and discography dating from 1947
to 1970 found in R. Winston Morris and Edward R. Goldstein, ed., The Tuba Source Book
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996).
7

Jim Self Interview (Appendix D).
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suggestive; did Williams develop his ideas about scoring for the tuba in part because of being
exposed to Bobo’s style of playing?
Jaws and Close Encounters of the Third Kind both boast iconic musical motives.
Williams’s treatment of the tuba in these scores is different from the manner of his
contemporaries, allowing the composer to take a break from the instrument’s normal comedic
role and featuring it outside the symphonic texture of his orchestral film scores.
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APPENDIX A: ANALYSIS TABLE FOR JAWS
0:00:06
0:00:07–
0:00:09
0:00:10–
0:00:14
0:00:15
0:00:16–
0:00:19
0:00:20–
0:00:33
0:00:34–
0:00:35
0:00:36–
0:00:37
0:00:38–
0:00:40
0:00:41–
0:00:42
0:00:43–
0:00:45
0:00:46–
0:00:49

Black screen
Backdrop of outer space and stars
fades in
Image of Planet Earth fades in

[Silence]
[Ambient underwater noise]

Universal logo converges midscreen: “Universal, An MCA
Company.”
Universal logo remains

[Ambient underwater noise]

Universal logo and stars fades into
black screen. Continues for 14
seconds
Black screen

[Ambient noise] slightly more audible

[Ambient underwater noise]

[Ambient underwater noise]

“A ZANUK/BROWN
PRODUCTION” appears in bold,
white letters against the black
background
Ibid

Cue: double bass and cello strings play one
repetition of the attack theme ostinato; m2
[Ambient underwater noise]

Black screen
“ROY SCHEIDER, ROBERT
SHAW, RICHARD DRYFUS”
appears in bold, white font over
black background
Ibid then fades

Cue: double bass and cello strings play two
(2) repetitions of the attack theme ostinato;
two (2) m2s. “Attack motive.”

0:00:50–
0:00:53
0:00:54 –
0:00:59
0:01:00–
0:01:03

Image cuts to an underwater,
moving shot. Implied POV of shark
Continued shark POV. “JAWS” title
appears at the same time as tuba cue
“Co-starring LORRAINE GARY”
appears over POV background

0:01:04–
0:01:10

“MURRY HAMILTON, CARL
GOTTLIEB, JEFFER C. KRAMER,
SUSAN BACKLINE” appears over
POV background
“Music by JOHN WILLIAMS”
appears over POV background

0:01:11–
0:01:14

Cue: double bass and cello strings play one
repetition of the attack theme ostinato; a
m2
[Ambient underwater noise]
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Cue: double bass and cello strings play
four (4) repetitions of the attack theme
ostinato; four (4) m2s “Attack motive.”
Cue: double basses and cello strings begin
continuous m2 ostinato “Attack motive.”
Cue: {1} tuba enters with solo containing
“shark motive” over the “attack motive.”
“Shark motive” continues by tuba over
“attack motive.”
Tuba solo ends. High woodwind colors
play same melody containing “shark
motive.”
Same

0:01:15–
0:01:17

“Film Editor VERNA FIELDS”
appears over POV background

0:01:18–

Shot quickly cuts to beach scene.
Several teenagers are socializing on
the beach at dusk. Just before
“Chrissie’s Last Swim”

After “shark theme” finishes. “Attack
motive” increases in volume and
orchestration.
Cue: harmonica playing with a guitar
(implied diegetic)

Chrissie Watkins was attacked and killed while swimming at night. Cassidy was going to join
her but pass out from alcohol before he reached the water. Now, the next morning, Brody
received a called from the station about a missing person. Brody says “no just keep him there”
which we learn is Cassidy.
0:07:40– Shot goes to scene where Brody and [Ambient ocean noise]
0:08:09
Cassidy are walking together near
the last place Cassidy saw Chrissie
before he passed out drunk and she
went swimming in the ocean.
Brody and Cassidy begin walking
down the sand embankment and up
the beach. Brody is holding
Chrissie’s cloths and purse left from
the night before.
Brody: “… and nobody saw her go
into the water?”
Cassidy: “Somebody could have…
umm… <chuckling> I was sort of
passed out.”
Brody: “You mean she ran out on
you…”
Cassidy: “…<defensively> no sir…
she must have drowned… Look, I
reported it to you didn’t I?”
Brody: “You live here?”
Cassidy: “No… Hartford. I go to
Trinity… my folks live in
Greenwich.”
Brody: “But your folks were born
here right?”
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Cassidy: “Yeah, I’m an Islander…
they moved off when my dad
retired. You an Islander?”
Brody: “No…. New York City. You
here for the summer?”
[sound of distress whistle up head]
Brody: “Come on.”
0:08:10–
0:08:14

0:08:15–
0:08:17

0:08:18–
0:08:27

Brody and Cassidy’s discussion was
interrupted by the sound of a distress
whistle. The deputy was up ahead in
the distance during an investigation
about Chrissie’s disappearance.
[distress whistle]
Brody and Cassidy run toward the
deputy.
Shot moves to a close-up of deputy
from behind, from the waist-down.
The deputy turns and collapses on
the ground. His whistle blowing is
replaced with a look of sadness and
distress.
Shot remains on the deputy’s face.
At 0:08:23. The shot cuts a right,
side view of Brody and Cassidy
running toward the deputy, the
ocean in background.
At 0:08:25, Brody pauses and uses
his arm to prevent Cassidy from
going further.
Cassidy: <startled at what he sees>
“Holy….”

Cue: double bass strings, cello strings,
tuba. Plays a three-note descending figure
(Ab2-G2-E2). Blended, non-soloistic
Tuba: {2} Nar (ND), Mood, Acc.

Low-strings hold E2 as pedal point while
high strings enter. Playing first two notes
(Ab5, G5).
Music has a dream-like quality with
ambient, pitched percussion sounds as
well. Marimba playing polyrhythmic
figure. (G-Bb-Eb-F#)

0:08:28–
0:08:33

Brody and Cassidy stand, looking
around stunned.

Music continues
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0:08:34–
0:08:37

0:08:38–
0:09:00

Brody walks toward the deputy’s
discovery. Cassidy stays behind. The
deputy is facing toward camera,
slightly to the left, knelt down
traumatized. Ocean is still in
background.
Shot cuts to Chrissie’s body,
covered in seaweed. The focus on
her poised open hand emerging from
the seaweed. Her left hand still
fashioned with a ring on her index
finger and one her middle finger.
Small beach crabs were inspecting
her body.

Cue: The pedal point changes to an E. The
timbre moves from the strings with an
almost gong-like quality. The harp begins
to play a series of repeating glissandos to
to create an ethereal quality. The flute and
English horn play a descending chromatic
line (Db-Bb-A(5)-G-Gb-E-F-Eb-E-Db-Bb-A(4)-G-Ab-A(4)-F-A(3)

Brody: <solemnly> “Ah Jesus…”
Brody moves next to the body, his
lower legs appearing on the opposite
side of her body from viewers POV.

0:09:01–

At 0:08:46, the shot cuts to Brody,
looking down on the body with
Chrissie’s cloths and purse from the
night before. Seagull flies past top,
right of screen. Brody look the left
and behind at the ocean.
Shot cuts to a close-up, centered
shot of Cassidy, in a daze, holding a
drink. He, with the deputy are sitting
in the waiting room at the police
station.

At the end of this shot, the pedal makes an
implied resolution to E and Eb, a
compound m2.

Brody bout picket signs, paint, and paint brushes at the local store in Amity. The deputy drives
up as he is leaving to inform Brody that the Boy Scouts were having their swimming tests and
there was no way to quickly warn them. Brody instructed the deputy to make signs and he
quickly left to go warn the boy scout troop.
0:11:26– The shot begins when Mayor
0:11:29
Vaughn walks out of a building
trying to get Brody’s attention as
Brody drives off.
Vaughn: <hastily> “Chief Brody!!”
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0:11:30–
0:11:33

0:11:34–

Vaughn walks into the street to
intersect with the deputy. Behind
Vaughn and the deputy a marching
band with school-aged children
comes up behind them
As Vaughn approaches the deputy is
asks what the deputy has (referring
to the sign making supplies). The
deputy informs the mayor about the
Chrissie’s shark attack. The
marching band still in view behind
them. Mind you, to the Mayor, this
eventually creates a major problem
with the Fouth of July celebration
and the investors coming to visit.

Cue: Diegetic, poorly played marching
band music is faintly audible. Standing out
with the sound of poorly tuned snare drums
and “blatty,” glissando trombone.
As the marching band becomes more
audible is recognized as a sadly-played
Semper Fidelis March by John Phillip
Sousa
Tuba:{3} Diegetic, Accompaniment,
Narrative. A poorly played section part to a
march.

Vaughn: “What do ya got there?”
Deputy: “Listen, we had a shark
attach at South Beach this morning
Mayor!... FAIL… I’ve gotta batten
down the beach!”

***Narrative: The Mayor is counting on
the investors buying vacation property. The
shark attach can foil this scheme. The kid’s
wrecking patriotic music is telling of the
ruin Fourth of July celebration on the
beach.

Brody was at the beach with several other families from Amity. Brody, who has not made the
shark attach public is on edge. A key component to this scene is Mrs. Kintner and her son
Alex. Mrs. Kintner tells her son that he has been in the water too long. Like many eleven to
twelve-year-old kids, he protests and Mrs. Kintner Allows Alex “ten more minutes.” Alex
goes to get a small yellow and blue raft and heads for the water.
0:16:34– Children have just entered the water No music at this point but knowing there
0:16:36
and they are splashing about. Alex
has been a shark attack. The splashing
Kintner is on the far side of the other noises are quite loud and the screaming
kids on his raft, center screen.
from play is quite unsettling.
0:16:37– From 0:16:37 to 0:16:39, there is a
0:16:39
quick series of close camera shots of
children playing and splashing in the
water. There are about4 different
shots, quickly in succession. This,
with the noises from the children’s
play have quite a herky-jerky effect.
0:16:40– A small boy, about three years old is Cue: Small child singing The Muffin Man.
0:16:45
getting in the sand, building sand
This falls under a traditional code that
castles and the boy is singing to
children singing in eerie circumstances
himself (ding ding). The ocean is in means someone is about to be killed.
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the background and there is a view
of people in the water.

0:16:46–
0:16:52

0:16:53–
0:16:55

In the same shot, the camera pans to
the left where a teen age boy is
calling for his dog Pippet, who we
saw him playing with earlier.
The next shot cuts directly to the
teenage boy. Though the dog is not
at the center of any interest, the
boy’s reaction is a bit hasty: there is
a sense of concern on his face.
“Pippet!.... Pippet!... C’mon
Pippet!!!
The shot goes to a close-up of a
piece of wood that the teenager was
using to play fetch with Pippet the
dog. It’s just floating and bobbing
along the contour of tiny waves. We
never really know what happened to
the dog but Pippet is missing and the
writers of the movies decided to
show that wood, sans Pippet floating
on the surface of the water. I believe
this is another indication of trouble
just ahead.

Child still singing The Muffin Man in the
background.

The Muffin Man can still be heard in the a
little further off in the background.

The floating piece of wood and the
missing dog fore shadows what is to
come for Alex Kinter.
0:16:56–
0:17:04

0:17:05 –
0:17:16

Teenage boy: “Pippet!!”
Camera abruptly goes to underwater,
POV (Shark’s). The camera behaves
like swimming. The viewer sees the
kicking motion of children
swimming.
The camera does not cut but rather
swims into an underwater view of
Alex Kintner’s raft in the distance.
As the shot progressed, the POV
moves toward Alex, but also upward
and indicated in the musical cue by
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Cue: The attack theme (m2 ost) begins.
This time possibly only in the cellos. No
octaves heard and timbre is not as deep.
Cue: The attach theme continues while the
shark theme enters, this time in the flute
and harp. Less menacing than the entrance
during credits.
The first three notes of the shark theme are
stated followed by an ascending, triplet
line in the harp. This ascending line in the

the ascending figures in the harp and
vibraphone.

At 0:17:15, the music continues but
the shot goes above water. The same
children splashing and playing but
off in the distance from the other
children, viewers see that Alex gets
attacked by the shark. When we see
the attack, we see the shark’s fin for
a few seconds then the shark pops
out of the water to attack Alex. The
attack occurs after the last four
counts of the attack theme… the last
four counts crescendos, brass and
other colors are added, then silence
at the time of attack.

0:17:17–
0:17:19

0:17:20–
0:17:21

harp has an ascending, quarter-note
accompaniment using vibraphone. The
vibe motor is turned on and the rather wide
vibrato the instrument produces gives is a
bubbling effect to the sound.

The attack theme is playing throughout.
The ascending line lasts about 5 counts.
Then the attack theme intensifies. The
clarinet the last figure of the shark theme in
rhythmic diminution.

Tuba: {4} Nondiegetic, Narrative,
Accompaniment.
The last 4 counts of the attack ostinato, the
tuba, along with other brass join.

The attack on Alex has begun. The
No music
camera switches to the beach, where
all at once, beachgoers were startled.
As people sit up and point to the
water, Mrs. Kintner who is center
screen begins to investigate. She was
alarmed by someone next to her
exclaiming “What was that!?” “Did
you see that?”
The camera switches to the POV of
Screaming from people watching.
beachgoers, with Alex Kintner,
slightly in the distance but center
screen. He is flailing around and
blood is squirting from him like a
city fountain. The other children are
panicking. Last, we can also see the
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0:17:22–
0:17:24

0:17:25–
0:17:27
0:17:28

0:17:29–
0:17:30
0:17:31

football that the kids were once
playing with.
The camera switches back to the
POV of the shark, just under the
surface of the water. Alex, is
prominent on the screen, trying to
free himself. He’s flailing and blood
is flowing from his body to the
surface of the water. Quite grizzly.
Camera turns to close-up of Brody,
with his wife behind him. The look
on his face starts with disbelief. It
does not hit him at first.
Camera shot of the water. Six boys
huddled together on the edge of
Alex’s blood plume on the surface
of the water.
The turn and look at each other in
horror and disbelief. Water from
Alex’s flailing is splashing on them.

Cue: Low brass faintly begin the attack
theme in unison. Until. 0:17:25.

Low brass attack theme abruptly stops
followed by a sustained cluster in the
violins (Threnody-like).
No music

Seven to eight counts of the attach theme
again. Low brass.

Adults on the beach run to the water. Music Stops.
Brody passes by screen toward the
bottom, closest to the camera. He
stops at the edge of the water.
At the point, the attack on Alex
Kintner is over and all of the
surviving children are exiting the
water. What’s left of Alex’s
mangled raft washes ashore
surrounded by a faint, left-over
plume of blood.

After confirming that the tiger shark caught earlier that day is not the one that killed Chrissie
and Alex, Brody and Hooper set out on Hooper’s research boat; it is night-time. The radar
picks up an object nearby and soon after, they see a stranded boat. The boat belongs to Ben
Gardner, a fisherman who went missing. Hooper decides to investigate the hull of Gardner’s
boat, so he dons a wet-suit and scuba gear.
0:49:14– Hooper just entered the water. The
Cue: There is an existing musical
0:49:38
camera cuts to an underwater view
underscoring to Brody and Hooper’s
of Hooper. Hooper is holding a
conversation up until this point, mostly
flashlight and there are lights
focused in the low strings. When the shot
illuminating from under the research changes to Hooper underwater, there is an
vessel.
instant change in timbre; the focus
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transfers from the low voices to high,
glimmer timbres.
0:49:14 – Piano and metallic percussion
plays a rapid, descending figure (F6-Eb6Db6-C6-F#5-F)
0:49:19 – The violins play the same, 3-note
figure as at marker 0:08:18, at the time
they discovered Chrissie’s body. Same
intervals but different notes. (Db6-C6-A5)

0:49:39–
0:49:46

0:49:47

Hooper continues to swim toward
Gardner’s boat.

The harp and solo woodwind instruments
play figures reminiscent of the introduction
section of Rite of Spring.

Hooper discovers a hole in the hull
of Gardner’s boat, he shines the
flashlight on the hole.

0:49:33 – quick ascending figure in the
harp.

As Hooper approaches the hole in
the hull of Gardner’s boat, the
viewer notices a shark’s tooth stuck
on the edge of the hole

Music from previous cue continues.

Hooper uses his knife to pry the
shark’s tooth from the wood
surrounding the hole.

0:49:43 – Tuba cue: {7} Melodic, Narr,
Motivic (Eb3-G3-c#4) Three repetitions of
this theme ***The shark theme returns in
the tuba as Hooper wields his knife to
retrieve the shark’s tooth. Musically tells
the viewer that the shark as been here as
well as the image.

Camera shot moves to Hooper’s left
hand, bottom-center of the screen,
holding the shark’s tooth that he just
pried. Examining it. Flashlight in
right hand

Attack theme faintly in low strings under
the tuba. E2-F2
The second rep of the tuba shark theme is
playing during the shot change.
0:49:56 – Tuba “shark motive” (3 notes)
0:49:59 – Tuba. Alteration of “shark
motive.” (Eb-G-C#-D#-Bb-C#)

Hooper moves much closer to the
hole in the boat.
0:50:02 – With the camera using the
same shot, Ben Gardner’s head
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eerily floats up from the hole. A
moment that made me jump EVERY
time I reviewed the que.
Hooper and Brody have discovered that all of the events around the deaths around the waters
of Amity are a result of a great-white shark. Hooper explains to Mayor Vaughn that the
beaches must be closed. Vaughn, upset, says to Brody and Hooper both that the beaches will
stay open; the fourth of July for Amity is profitable. Hooper and Brody try to find a solution as
quick as possible.
0:53:28– Mayor Vaughn sets a directive that
0:53:35
the beaches will be open for the
fourth of July weekend.
Vaughn: [to Brody] “The beaches
WILL be open for the weekend!”
0:53:30 The next musical que starts that is
quasi Baroque in style. There is a Baroquelike rhythm but not harmonically.

0:53:36–
0:53:38
0:53:39–
0:53:43
0:53:44–
0:53:52

Vaughn gets in his car and cranks it
to drive off. Brody slowly looks
over at Hooper Behind him.
The camera switches to Hooper
from the POV of Vaughn who
turned to look at him. Hooper sits
upon a rock in sarcastic disbelief.
The shot abruptly switches to the
bay in Amity. A large passenger
ferry is carrying guest to the island
for the weekend.
A close up of a display presented to
beach goers. The display is a photo
of the captured tiger shark from
earlier in the movie. The shark is
surrounded by the people from
Amity who hunted the shark. In the
upper, left-hand corner, it says:
“NO SWIMMING
HAZARDOUS AREA
BEACH CLOSED.”
Presented almost as a snide gesture.
Also to instill false hope of safety.
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Musical cue continues

Musical cue continues
[the ferry blows its horn]
Musical cue continues

The camera pans to the left, away
from the display. People begin
passing by.

0:53:53–
0:54:00

Several shots of tourists on the
Island pass.
Camera shot switches to Brody,
Hooper, and Ellen Brody in the
Brody home. They are all only the
phone simultaneously.

0:53:50 – cello strings and double bass
strings lead into the tuba cue (descending
C4-Bb3-A3-G3-F3-E3-d3-C3-F2)
Tuba cue {8}, ACC, ND,
(F2-R-R-C3-F2-R-R-C3-F2-R-C3-R)

Brody: “OK… now I wanna know
how many men you’re gonna send
me…”
Hooper: “Dr… there is no reason for
me to come to Brisbane… we might
have a great-white shark right here.”
Ellen Brody: “Hugging the shore
does NOT protect a person from
death from the jaws for a shark.”
The cue continues without tuba
The events of the day continue.
0:55:00– Camera shot begins here at a
0:55:25
beachside, outdoor video arcade. A
random male is at a console playing
a game called “Killer Shark.”
Brody, while talking on his police
radio passes close up, in the middle
of the shot. Brody is followed by
another man, who catches up with
him to inform him that a TV crew
has arrived.
Brody acknowledges the
information. The camera shot
follows Brody as he talks on the
radio, investigates the state of
matters in the water and walks
around the beach through all of the
beachgoers.
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0:55:08 – Tuba cue {9} Acc, Diagetic,
Narr, Music within the diegesis of the film.
A Dixieland/Ragtime style band. Not in
view but still in the diegesis of the movie.
The tuba park is a classic “oom-pah” part.

0:55:45–
0:56:47

A yellow helicopter comes into view
over the tops of teach tents. The
camera pans left to follow it. As the
camera pans, Vaughn comes into
view. The camera stops on Vaughn
as the helicopter passes out of view.
A close-up on Vaughn. Vaughn is
looking around, clearly not happy
that nobody is swimming and he
mouths the word “bastards.” The
noise from the helicopter begins to
die out and the sound of a radio
anchor announcing a baseball game
fades too. As these two sounds fade,
the diegetic band becomes more
audible.

0:55:53 – Tuba cue: {10}Acc, Diegitic.
Same band, now playing Polka style…
“oom-Pah”

Vaught weaves through beachgoers
and approaches a gentleman he
knows, sitting with his wife and
kids. Vaughn persuades him and his
family to get the ball rolling by
getting in the water.
Gentleman: “Oh, Hi Larry!”
Vaughn: short and snide “Why
aren’t you in the water?”

[Music cue continues]

Gentleman: hesitantly “Well…
uhh… I just put some suntan oil
and… uhh… I’m tring to absorb
some sun.”
Vaughn: interrupting “But nobdy is
going in… staring intently “please…
get in the water.”

0:56:48–
0:56:53

The gentleman looks at his wife with
concern, gets up to gather his family,
and they walk towards the water.
The camera shot cuts to a side view
The diegetic cue continues, however right
of the coast from the south, looking
when the shot changes, the music takes on
north. Off in the distance, you see
a more dreamy, non-diegetic sound.
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0:56:54–
0:56:58

0:56:59–
0:57:03

0:57:04–
0:57:08

0:57:09–
0:57:10
0:57:11–
0:57:14

0:57:15–
0:57:48

the gentleman and his family enter
the water, with a yellow raft in hand.
The shot cuts away to
reinforcements, hired by Brody
observing the coastline and
surrounding water for sharks.
Helicopter flies overhead.
The shot cuts back to the beach. The
POV is us, in the water, looking
back to the beach. The children of
the gentleman strong-armed by
Vaughns are right in center of the
shot. The mother is too the side, on
the lookout for safety, very worked
look on her face.

Music cue is interrupted.

The former diegetic cue picks back up
where it left off. Helicopter noises too.
Oom-pah tuba

Her face with the music playing in
background gives a sense of danger.
Vaughn masking the danger.
The camera shot cuts back to land.
Previous cue continues mixed with diegetic
Two young girls see that people are popularmusic coming from a radio. Oomswimming and exited, the hop up,
pah tuba
take raft in hand and head toward
the water. The camera pans right,
following the girls until Vaughn is in
view. The camera stops in view of
Vaughn as girls continue to run out
of view.
Vaughn looks satisfied.
Camera shot is the POV of someone
wading in the water. Two young
men run toward and into the water.
Camera shot from the inside of a
helicopter. POV is of one sitting
next to pilot. To the bottom right of
the shot, one sees the pilot’s hand on
the control. The helicopter is flying
along the coastline north.
Six boys between the ages of 10 and
12 carry a small sailboat toward the
water and set it down. One of the
boys is Brody’s son Mike.
Brody:
“Mike, come here”
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Cue continues. Oom-pah tuba.
Music is interrupted. Ambient helicopter
noises.

Despite being back on the beach, the music
from the band does not come back at this
point due to the distance between the
characters in the shot and the gazebo from
which the band is playing.

Brody and Mike walk to the side
together.
Brody:
“Listen Mike, do me a favor will
ya… can you and the guys take the
boat into the pond instead?”
Mike:
Disappointed “The pond is for old
ladies.”
Brody:
“I know it’s for the old ladies but
just do it for the old man… huh?...
Please?”
Mike:
Hesitantly “Alright.”
Brody:
Relieved “Thanks…”
Brody walks to his left and toward
the water. The camera pans to
follow him.
0:57:49–
0:57:52

0:57:53–
0:58:24

0:58:25–
0:58:57

Camera shot switches to the view of
a refreshment stand with bathers in
line. Ellen Brody is in the
foreground approaching. She sees
Brody and waves to him.
The shot changes to Brody, however
from the front, side and not from the
POV of Ellen. He notices Ellen and
he waves back.
Then Brody walks around observing
coastline from the beach until
0:58:25
The camera shot switches to under
water from the POV of a bather,
swimming.
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Polka music resumes. Still the same cue.

Polka music resumes. Still same cue.

Cue is inaudible.

0:58:58–
0:59:13

0:59:14–
0:59:17

0:59:18–
0:59:22
0:59:23–
0:59:46

0:59:47–
0:59:49

0:59:50–
0:59:51

0:59:52
0:59:53–
0:59:54

Vaughn, being interviewed by local
news crew. He reassures that
everything is going great.
Vaughn:
Speaking into microphone “I’m
please and happy to repeat the news
that have in fact, caught and killed a
large predator that supposedly
injured some bathers… As you can
see, it’s a beautiful day, the beaches
are open, and people are having a
wonderful time… Amity as you
know, means “friendship.””
Camera shot switches to being
onboard a police boat about 80 or so
feet from the shore, there is a man
with white visors, observing the
coast.
Camera switches to a shot at the
water’s surface, two women in their
early 20s are wading, splashing,
smiling, enjoying the water.
Camera switches to a shot that is the
POV of audience, at about eye-level
to the surface of the water. A close
up of a young woman at the bottom,
center of screen. Other bathers are in
the background. Her countenance
changes from investigative to fear
and panic.
Camera shot of Brody, further up on
the beach with the band gazebo
behind him. This is the first clearer
view of the diegetic source of all of
the band music.
Camera changes to a shot of bathers
from a slightly higher elevation than
ground level. A lifeguard from the
bottom of the screen appears and
blows a distress whistle.
Shot changes to ground level view
of bathers.
Camera shot changes to Brody who
runs closer asking lifeguards not to
blow whistle.
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Polka music resumes faintly in the
background.

Very faint polka music.

Faint polka music.

No music

Polka music continues, more audible that
the last minute and a half of the film.

Faint polka music. Lifeguard whistle.

Faint polka music. Lifeguard whistle.
Faint polka music. Lifeguard whistle.

Brody:
“No whistles… no whistles.”
0:59:55–
0:59:58

0:59:59–
1:00:01
1:00:02–
1:00:54
1:00:55

Camera shot POV from the bottom
of lifeguard tower looking up.
Another lifeguard is yelling through
a bullhorn:
Lifeguard 2:
“Everybody please… get out of the
water.”
Close-up of Brody, peering into
water with grave concern.
From 1:00:02 to 1:00:55, there are
several, rapid shot changes all
describing mass panic on the beach
and in the water.
Camera switches to a shot, eye-level
to the surface of the water, away
from the commotion. It is discovered
that the panic was a result of a hoax.
Two young boys, fashioned a fake
shark fin to scare the bathers.

No polka music. Lifeguard whistle.

Very faint polka music. Lifeguard whistle

Narratively, this is important. In previous
and future shark attacks in the movie, there
was non-diegetic music. Mostly of attack
theme and shark theme combined. During
this panic, there was no music.
Music=shark present
No music=no shark present.

After the previous diegetic sequence there was one more attack scene. Immediately after the
two boy’s hoax, Jaws actually ended up attacking a man in a row boat. During this attack
scene, there were no noticeable tuba cues.
Vaughn, finally convinced that there is a real problem, approves the money to pay the captain
to find and kill the shark. The captain, Brody, and Hooper set out to hunt the shark. The next
section is after the three have been out on the water for quite some time with no avail. Brody
and Hooper bored are given orders by the captain. Hooper is ordered to return to the helm of
the boat and Brody is ordered to chum the water.
Captain:
Orders to Hooper “Go slow ahead!”
1:21:02– Camera shot of Brody, from an
1:21:03
overhead, angular view. Brody is
chumming the water.
1:21:04– The captain, after giving his orders
1:21:09
took his place at a table in the boat,
he adjusts his toothpick
1:21:10– Camera shot switches back to Brody
1:21:51
this time, very close up to the right
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of the screen. To the left, there is
water in view. He is continuing to
chum the water. With a cigarette in
his mouth:
Brody:
Bothered “… Slow ahead??... I can
go slow ahead, why don’t ya come
down and chum some of this shit!”

1:21:17

1:21:20

1:21:24

1:21:26

1:21:50

At 1:21:16, with the same shot,
Brody close-up to the right and in
the water’s view to the left, Jaws
suddenly surfaces the water. Brody
startles.
Camera shot switches to Hooper on
the bridge of the boat from the POV
from the back of the boat. At
1:21:18, Brody, stone-faced swoops
up into the shot. Close, center, and
cigarette in mouth.
Camera shot returns to where Brody
was when the shark startled him.
The shark submerges below the
surface of the water. There is a large
plume of blood from the chum.
Camera shot returns to the previous
view of Brody below and Hooper
still on the Bridge.
Brody begins to back up slowly.
Camera returns to the previous shot
of captain from 1:21:04. Brody is
seem coming to the door backwards.
Brody backs up next to the captain
and says:
Brody:
Perplexed “You’re gonna need a
bigger boat.”
The captain has gone out of the boat
house. The shot switches from
Brody’s POV looking at water
behind boat. The captain is in view
to the left.
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Cue: double-bass strings and cello strings
enter on a pedal point (G3 G4 octave
sustain)
High, suspenseful, tremolo strings playing
a gradual ascending line over the G pedal
point in low-strings.
Pedal point on the low strings changes to a
C#. (G to C# is first two notes of shark
theme played at 1:22:00)
Cues in the low and high strings continue.

The sharks fin and tail fun emerge
from the water and it moving toward
the boat.

1:21:52–
1:21:57

1:21:58 –
1:22:00

1:22:01–
1:22:10
1:22:11

Captain:
“Shut off the engine.”
Camera shot returns to looking at
Hooper on the bridge from below.
Hooper turns his head and notices
the shark fins.

The attack theme begins in the low strings.

Attack theme continues

Camera shot switches to view of
Captain (foreground-right), Brody
(Midground-left), and Hopper
(Background-center) they are
watching the shark come toward the
boat.
Shot changes to the POV of the
three, looking into the water, over
the back of the boat. The shark-fin
us above water moving toward them
The camera shot changes to the
shark moving to and alongside the
left of the Orca

Tuba Cue {11}, Solo, Mot, Narr,
(1:22:00) Shark theme in the tuba.
Alteration of rhythm. Doubled in
woodwinds.
F3-G3-C#4……
F3-G3-D#4- - - F3-G3-C#4
Tuba cue 11 continues… the last, two
figures. F3-G-D#4---F3-G3-C#4
Tuba cue: with low brass. C# pedal point

Captain, Hooper, and Brody all are
frozen, observing the shark swim
past the boat.
The three men are still on the Orca. Their frozen stances has changed to scurrying around the
boat. Brody asking “we’re gonna get a bigger boat right?” Ellen Brody is trying to radio or
husband from shore. The three men go into action carrying out a plan to mark the shark with
ropes and yellow drums as buoys. The are fashioning the yellow drum, equipped with beacons
with the rope, then the rope to a harpoon. The idea is that the rope be long enough that the
shark’s presence is known while submerged. The buoy attached to the shark will remain on the
surface of the water. All the while, the shark continues to circle the boat.
1:23:5 –
Captain: “Mr. Hooper, attach the
The underscoring is of swashbuckling,
1:23:58
end of this line to the first keg.”
chanty style. Almost to highlight Hooper’s
and Brody’s inexperience with hunting
The captain hands Hooper the line
sharks in a comical fashion.
and Hooper attaches it to the first
yellow keg.
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1:23:59–
1:24:04

Camera shot changes to Hooper,
tying the line to the yellow keg in a
manner that he is not sure what he is
doing. Hooper begins to move to go
towards the front and side of boat.

Swashbuckling music continues.

The captain, with his harpoon
repositioning himself to the front of
the boat.

1:24:05–
1:24:06
1:24:07–
12:24:08
1:24:09

Captain: “Gotta get a good shot from
the Orca’s head.”
Camera shot changes to a view from
inside the galley. The viewer can see
Hooper, on the outside passing by
the galley window.
Camera shot changes to Brody up on
deck at task and cautiously
observing where the shark is.
Camera shot changes from inside the
galley. Hooper hastily enters the
galley.

Tuba cue: with low brass section. F2-G2F-E-F-G-F-G-C#-D (Figure)
Same cue continues
Same cue continues.

Hooper, still trying to get the line tied to the keg, fixes a beacon to it. As the shark comes
around the front of the boat, Quint is ready to harpoon the shark. However, Hooper, still
learning to tie knots can’t get the line secure. Just as Hooper get the knot tied, Quint shoots.
Sadly, it was not a lethal shot. Due to the delay, Quint hit the shark’s side and not the head.
1:25:11
Quint, at the front of the boat just
harpooned the shark’s side with the
line and barrel attached. The shark
submerges and retreats away from
the boat and the yellow barrel is
dragged across the surface of the
water by the shark
Quint: “Alright! Let’s see how long
it takes that barrel to bring him up!”
Camera pans left away from Quint
and shows Hooper and Brody
climbing on the deck of the boat.
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APPENDIX B: ANALYSIS TABLE FOR CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND,
“THE CONVERSATION”
1:55:11–
1:55:16

1:55:17

1:55:18–
1:55:22
1:55:23–
1:55:26

1:55:27–
1:55:28

1:55:29–
1:55:31

Six scientists are in line behind a
console, each wearing headphone and
microphone sets. Lacombe is in front
and center.
Scientist to the left turns to the others:
“If everything is ready here on the
dark side of the moon, [pause] play the
Five Tones.”
POV of the “Mothership” to the group
of scientists. We see a several
observation towers and make-shift
computer laboratories. There is a colororgan that reflects a color produced by
Moog.
Same camera shot.
The appropriate lights illuminate on
the color-organ.
Camera moves to a closer, sideshot of
the six scientists at the console and an
even closer sideshot of Lacombe.
Observation towers and laboratory
equipment are in the background.
POV shot of Melinda Dillon’s
character who is perched on the side of
devil’s mountain, looking down into
Box Canyon.
The Mothership is hovering only a few
feet from the ground and seems
enormous in size with lights pulsating
softly. The scientific team is below.
Same image with the added lights
illuminating from the “Mothership” in
rhythm with the musical cue.
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[Ambient murmuring]

[Ambient murmuring]

In the oboe (human), the “Five Tones”
are played with a short sustain on the
Eb5. (Bb5-C6-Ab5-Ab4-Eb5)
[Ambient murmuring]

[Ambient murmuring]

Tuba cue. A loud, declamatory,
rhythmic burst from the Mothership.
Figure B.1. Played by tuba and
contrabassoon.

Figure B.1

1:55:32–
1:55:33
1:55:34–
1:55:44

1:55:45–
1:55:48

1:55:49–
1:55:55

1:55:56–
1:56:03

1:55:04–
1:55:06

Camera moves back to the previous
sideshot of scientists and Lacombe
Camera angle on the scientists and
crew changes. The frame opens infront, left of center. Observation towers
and equipment are in the background.
Long-center are the American and
French flags. Left of center is the light
board for the color-organ.
Characters in the shot remain stationary
and the only action is the movement of
lights across the light board.
Camera shot does not change. Lights
on the Mothership flash in succession:
Red, Blue, Red, Green, Blue, Purple,
Yellow, Pink.
Figure B.2

Camera moves back to the
Mothership’s POV, looking at the
group of scientists. The lights appear
on the color-organ when the five-tones
are played by the humans.
Camera moves to a shot of Norman
who is front and to the right. There is
an observation tower all the way to the
right. One slightly left and back to
Norman. All the way to the left is an
American flag on a pole.

[Ambient murmuring]
Cue: The “Five Tones” played by the
oboe.

Tuba cue: A second declamatory,
rhythmic blast from the mothership with
an alteration in the last pitch. Figure
B.2. Played by tuba and contrabassoon.

Cue: The “Five Tones” are played by
the oboe.

[Ambient murmuring]
Cue: At 1:55:57, the oboe plays the
“Five Tones” again.

The Mothership does not respond after
the playing of the “Five-tones.”
The camera shot changes to the POV of Tuba cue: The oboe plays the first,
Norman, behind the scientists and
three notes of the “Five Tones” and the
crew, looking at the Mothership.
Mothership answers with the last two
notes loud and forcefully.
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1:56:07–
1:56:08

1:56:09–
1:56:12

1:56:13–
1:56:18

The lights on the Mothership gleam
even brighter at the playing of the
second, two notes of the “Five Tones.”
The shot returns to Norman and the
observation tower behind and to the left
of time, the force of the sound from the
Mothership breaks the glass out the
observation booth. Norman is startled
and ducks swiftly.
A closer shot of the scientists, Lacombe Cue: Oboe plays “Five Tones.”
to the left. The light board is in the
back ground and rocks from the side of
the mountain even behind that. The
American flag is showing to in the
background, to the right.
Lights appear on the light board as the
“Five Tones” is played.
Back to Norman’s POV, looking at
Mothership.

Tuba cue: The tuba and contrabassoon,
in unison, play the “Five Tones” then
the “Five Tones” with added
permutations. Figure B.3.

Figure B.3

1:56:19–
1:56:23

Camera move to POV of Mothership to
scientists.

Cue from previous line continues and
changed around the fifth note in Figure
B.3. Cue continues. Figure B.4.

Figure B.4

1:56:24–
1:56:28

The camera moves to a shot of the six
Cue continues Figure B.5.
scientists around the Moog console.
Lacombe is in front. After the tuba cue
finishes, the scientist to the left says:
“Give her six quavers, then pause.”
Figure B.5

1:56:29–
1:56:33

The camera shot is the same. Another
Cue: During the dialogue, the oboe
scientist ads: “She sent us four quavers, plays.
Eb5-Ab4-Eb5-Eb5-F4 (series of P5s)
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1:56:34–
1:56:35

a group of five quavers…. Four semiquavers.”
The camera shot does not change.
The interesting thing to point out is the
dialogue by the second scientist saying
the Mothership sent them a group of 4
quavers, 5 quavers, and 4 semi-quavers
was said before the cue was played.
(Figure B.6)
Figure B.6

1:56:36–
1:56:39

The camera shot changes to where in
the bottom-foreground there is what
seems to be a piece of telemetry
equipment. In the center-midground,
there is the light board. In the centerbackground are observation booths. In
the right-background there are
observation towers. There is an
American flag on a pole.

The tuba, contrabassoon, and oboe begin
interplay and imitation. Figure B.6.

Norman, walks from the background to
the foreground. The lights on the light
board light up with the pitches played
by oboe.
Figure B.6

1:56:40–
1:56:43

A different view of the Mothership. To
the right, behind the scientists and
console.
Lights flashing on the mothership.
Figure B.7
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Tuba cue: Tuba and contrabassoon.
Plays a more extensive line that uses
both earlier ideas with the newer semiquavers exchanged with the oboe.
Figure B.7.

1:56:44–
1:56:49

1:56:50

Camera returns to previous POV shot,
the Mothership looking down at the
large group of scientists.
The light board illuminates
accordingly.
A close-up of the five scientists. The
one on the left being the most on the
foreground.

The oboe plays an imitative line that
was played by the tuba and
contrabassoon in Figure B.7.

Tuba cue: Tuba and contrabassoon
plays five-note patters. Figure B.8.

Scientist No. 1: “The only the phrases
have in common are five signals.”
Scientist No. 2: “I hope sombody’s
taking all of this down.”
Scientist No. 3: “What are saying to
each other.”
Scientist No. 1: “Seems like they’re
trying to teach us a basic tonal
vocabulary.”
Scientist No. 2: “It’s the first day of
school fellas.”
Figure B.8

1:57:01–
1:57:06

Camera shot of Melinda Dillon’s POV.
As the cue plays, there are lights
flashing around the surface of the
Mothership.
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Tuba cue: Tuba, contrabassoon, and
oboe playing in unison. Figure B.9.

Figure B.9

1:57:09 –
11:57:11

Camera is shot of 5 scientists behind
the console.
Scientist No. 1: “Take everything
from our lady. Follow her patterns
note-for-note.”

1:57:12

“Five, Two, Five, Two, Three, One.”
Melinda Dillon who has come off the
rocks of the mountain and is walking
down a catwalk or pathway.
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Cue continues

APPENDIX C: A COMPARISON OF THREE VERSIONS OF CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND
(1977, 1980, 1998)
TIME

ORIGINAL
THEATRICAL
(Approx)
RELEASE
0:12:00
The first scene
inside Roy’s
house. The shot
opens on a
Pinocchio music
box and a toy
train crashing on
its track. Roy
looks irritated.
Only as is in
original release.
0:16:00
Roy is see at the
power station
where his
colleagues are
overheard
discussing the
high numbr of
power outages
in the area. Only
in the original
release.
1:21:00
A longer shot of
Roy driving his
truck to
investigate
outage. Only in
original release.

0:25:00

TIME

SPECIAL
EDITION
(Approx)
RELEASE
0:13:00
Addition of a shot
of the night sky
over Roy’s home
town (Muncie,
IN).

DIRECTOR’S
CUT HOME
(Approx)
RELEASE
0:26:00
The shot of
flashing lights of
the UFO
reflecting on the
billboard from
the special is
removed.

0:14:00

The Pinocchio
music box scene
from 0:12:00 of
the Original
release is changed
to dialogue
between Roy and
his family.

0:27:00

Lacombe’s
seminar has been
restored to the
original.

0:21:00

The reflection of
the lights of the
UFO is seen on a
billboard. Only in
special.

0:55:00

The missing
battleship, the
“Cotopaxi” has
mysteriously
appeared in the
Gobi Desert.

1:06:00

Scene reinserted
from original of
reporters
demanding
answers at a press
conference
regarding the
recent, bizarre
sightings.
The scene of Roy
gathering
supplies to build
his model that
was removed in
the special is
restored in this
version.

“They can fly
0:30:00
rings around the
moon, but we’re
years ahead of
them on the
highway” says a
man as UFOs
fly past him.
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TIME

0:35:00

Roy and his
wife Ronnie
argue about him
losing his job.
He becomes
fixated on a
pillow shaped
like Devil’s
Tower. This
scene is longer
in this version
that the other
two.
The Neary kid’s
arguing is
silenced by Roy
entering the
room. This
scene is longer
in the original.
Roy takes a
break from
building his
model of
Devil’s Tower,
this scene is
longer in the
original.

0:37:00

Roy being fired
2:01:00
was re sequenced
and moved to
introduce a scene
of Indian villagers
chanting the “Five
Tones” motive.
This is followed by
Lacombe’s
seminar that was re
sequenced as well.

The interior shot
of the Mothership
is removed and
the original scene
is interted.

0:40:00

William’s
original score to
the closing
credits is
restored.

1:16:00

At the train
station, Roy
tries to convince
a soldier to let
him past a
barricade.

1:07:00

1:31:00

The escape in
the helicopter is
longer in the
original.

1:08:00

Extends
2:06:00
Lacombe’s
seminar shot,
allowing the
audience’s
applause. Only in
the special.
Ronnie breaks into
the bathroom
where Roy has
locked himself.
She finds Roy
fully clothed under
an running shower
head and scolds
him for the effect
his behavior is
having on the
family.
The scene where
Roy is gathering
supplies from his
neighbor’s yards to
build his model of
Devil’s Tower was
removed in his
edition.
Ronnie packs the
kids into the
station wagon and
leaves Roy. The
comedic element
of Roy running

1:00:00

1:11:00

1:06:00
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2:05:00

The camera
lingers on
Lacombe longer
as Roy enters
the Mothership.

2:01:00

2:04:00

into the house,
clashing pans
(from original)
was removed.
A new sequence
was shot after Roy
enters the
Mothership from
original. In the
special, Roy is
shot inside ship
and showered in
light.
Williams adds a
literal full length
“When You Wish
Upon a Star.”
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APPENDIX D: TRANSCRIPTION: INTERVIEW WITH JIM SELF (EXCERPTS)
December 12, 2016
ST: “What is your name, where do you live, and what is your occupation?”

JS: “[Laughing] I can’t remember…. Jim Self in my name. I live in Los Angeles. I’ve lived here
for forty-two years and I’m what they call a freelance musician. Although, I have several tenured
jobs, my main source of income for most of those years has been as a studio musician, working
in movies, television, and records.”

ST: “For your protection and mine, this interview is part of my doctoral research at UNLV about
how John Williams used the tuba in his film music. May I have permission to use the
information gathered from this interview and attach your name to it?”

JS: “Yes. The only thing that I ask is that you let me look at what you will right because I
certainly don’t want to say something that should be kept private.”

ST: “Absolutely.”
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JS: “…. Or I don’t want to use any copyrighted material. Like, if you are going to show any
recordings, make sure you just use little bits of it.”

ST: “Understood.”

ST: “How did you get started in the recording industry for films and television?”

JS: “Once I moved here in the early 1970s, I was playing bass for a lot of dance gigs—
“casuals,” we used to call them. There might have been a brass quintet gig here and there, and I
was teaching here and there. I was also going to school full time [Doctoral] but I was making
more money than I did as a professor. [As far as recording industry], I barely broke in but there
was room for me. At the time, there was a lot of studio work for television and Tommy
[Johnson] was working night and day—he couldn’t do everything. When he got too busy, he
would recommend me for jobs, and I started getting a reputation of my own. It took many
years…. Actually, my first big break with John Williams was on Close Encounters of the Third
Kind.”

ST: “That’s right! Please tell me about that.”
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JS: “Originally, that was Tommy’s [Tommy Johnson] job, except Tommy was on vacation. It
was in 1976 and I had only been here two years. Tommy had been hired to play on that job and
the gig was his but he was on vacation and the studio called. They ended up using it [“The
Conversation”] in the film. And Tommy was my teacher and mentor. He helped me get the work
and [was] such a great musician. He died way too young.”

ST: “Tell me more about how playing Close Encounters occurred and what was it like?”

JS: “What can say? It was one of those lucky breaks. Tommy was on vacation, and he never
took many vacations. He was in Hawaii during summer and there is normally little work in the
summertime. So, in June [1976], the contractor called and said “John Williams has a motion
picture for you and be at Warner Brothers on June 6th.” When I went to the job, there were only
four musicians. There was a contrabassoon, two oboe players, and myself. All of that music is
called “The Conversation” and this was done as a prescore. Most music is recorded post-scoring,
after the film is shot. For this scene, John Williams and Steven Spielberg came up with the idea
of communication with aliens using music. Which has got to be the coolest thing in the world
when you think about it.”

ST: “Yes it is.”
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JS: “We don’t know what aliens would look like or sound like. . . . So, the idea they [Williams
and Spielberg] came up with it. We had the session and some of it was written and some was
improvised. He [Williams] changed little things here and there. There was some over-dubbing so
I could play both parts.1 So, everything you hear from the spaceship is the tuba and
contrabassoon and everything from Earth is the oboe[s]. The voice of the Mothership is tuba and
contrabassoon. When you listen to it you might think it sounds like an electric tuba or “weirdly”
mic-ed. Listen to it again and you’ll hear it.”

ST: “Williams seems to feature the tuba in his films like Jaws, Close Encounters, and others. It
tends to be melodic or soloistic more often and functions separate from the other parts of the
brass.”

JS: “I think it had to do with the level of tuba playing that was around and what John Williams
was hearing at the time he came around in the 70s and slightly earlier. There’s a great film
[score] he did that features Roger Bobo. It’s a film called Fitzwilly and it has several tuba solos
in the music. For some reason, John [Williams] likes the tuba, but part of why he likes it is
because of guys like Tommy and Roger—and hopefully me when I came along. Also Chester

1

In the music for “The Conversation” in Close Encounter of the Third Kind, at certain
times, one can here multiple tubas playing at the same time.
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Schmitz who he [Williams] conducted in the Boston Pops. He [Williams] heard really fine tuba
playing and liked it from a soloing standpoint.
By and large the tuba players of the older generation were not soloists and even many in
the studios were bass players. These bass players were good doublers but didn’t possess the same
ability on the instrument as Harvey Phillips and Bobo, who played out here in the 60s…. But I
would say also, Roger Bobo and even Harvey Phillips before him were the only tuba players
with full solo albums. They really stretched the ability of the tuba. Roger took it to the Nth
degree as far as range and technique. Nobody back then thought about playing double high Cs;
that was not even in our consciousness with that level of technique. John [Williams] heard that
stuff and thought “Wow, the tuba can do this?” And it’s interesting that Williams would
eventually write like that for the tuba.”

ST: “In your experience, out of all the recordings you have done, could you talk about how the
tuba is mostly used within conventions. Like comedy or evil characters.”

JS: “Mostly comedy. Of course, in the case of Jaws, the tuba was used for evil purposes and in
Close Encounters, it’s a spaceship. But most of the time it’s for comedy. That reminds me of a
job I did for Jerry Goldsmith. There was a part when I had to play a low C# on C-tuba. You
know, all five valves down. So, it’s hard to get a “ping” on that note but Jerry had me play it note
over and over. Louder, softer, longer, shorter. During a break, I walked into the recording booth
and do you know what it was supposed to be? A fart.”
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